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Leaving Maine: Southbound cars on the Maine Turnpike, 1 :30 p.m., Memorial Day, 1990. CB W (Tonee Harbert 
Maine is paving the way for a wider turnpike 
- and a deeper dependency on automobiles 
By Bil Patrie 
A total of 342,094 vehicles used the Maine Turn-
pike this Memorial Day Weekend. During peak hours 
on Friday and Monday afternoons, more than 3,000 
cars per hour passed through the York Toll Plaza. At 
times, cars backed up to a virtual standstill, engines 
idling, air conditioners running, heat rising off the 
pavement with the exhaust fumes - and more than few 
drivers probably fuming as well. 
Turnpike traffic jams sound more like New York or 
Los Angeles than anything that might occur here in 
Vacationland. 
And they are. Traffic jams happen rarely on the 
'Turnpike - about 10 times a year. But they do happen. 
Doubters can see for themselves Labor Day weekend. 
Take a spin on the southern portion of the 'Turnpike at 
the start or end of the holiday - just be sure you're 
going the right way to avoid the onslaught - and try 
counting the bumper-to-bumper miles of everything 
from motorcycles to motor homes inching along. 
Should you have the misfortune of getting caught 
in that traffic, however, you won't be able to do much 
counting. And chances are, like everyone else in that 
situation, your reaction will be that something has to 
be done about such a mess. 
Since blowing up the bridge at Kittery has serious 
legal implications, your next best idea will probably 
be to build more road. That's what is now being 
considered. 
But opposition to the plan seems to be increasing 
as fast as the summer traffic. Backers of an expanded 
'Turnpike claim it's essential to efficient travel and 
continued economic prosperity. To opponents it 
represents a miSguided venture of unprecedented 
fiscal and environmental cost. 
As the sides square off and politicians enter the 
fray, the proposed $162 million expansion of the 
Maine Turnpike is shaping into the development 
controversy of the year - if not the decade. 
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The festival season. See page 5. 
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146 Ocean St., South Portland 
Tel. 799-SAVE 
Used & Out-of-Print Books . 
We buy hooks, too. 
Tue. to Fri. 12:30-5, Sat. 11:30-4 
Other times by chance ... 
in a minutes, ' 
or browse for hours. 
Enjoy! 




Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
772-4439 





To pay the fiddler 
Amber Redimarker and 
Jim have been homeless for 
three years (CBW 3.15.90). 
On a cold night in January, 
Amber was turned away 
from Portland's Oxford Street 
shelter. Manager Rita Houre-
gan said Amber was familiar 
with the shelter rules. Here 
are two people, Amber and 
Jim, who look as healthy as 
horses and as able as any 
other 19 and 23 year olds. 
Their problem, they think the 
world owes them a living. 
Well I hate to be the one to 
tell you the taxpayers owe 
you nothing. 
The problem here is not 
the need for shelters. Many of 
these people are on the street 
because they refuse to follow 
rules - they have a serious 
attitude problem. They are 
homeless it seems because 
they want their own way and 
for someone else to pay for it. 
They want to dance but they 
don't want to pay the fiddler. 
What ever happened to 
getting a job? What hap-
pened to self pride? If the 
precious life growing inside 
Amber doesn't motivate her 
and Jim, then they're not just 
homeless, the re hopeless. 
They stand there with their 
faces sticking out of the pa-
per, crying about their rights. 
About your rights: You 
have the right to go to work. 
You ha ve a right to three 
meals a day, if you' re willing 
to work for them. You have 
the right to put a roof over 
your head. You have a right 
to complete your education. 
Your have the right to walk 
with pride, to take control of 
your life. You have the right 
to pay taxes. You have the 
right to be responsible. Your 
have all the God-given rights 
as the rest of us. Bu t you 
don't have the right to expect 
us to do it for you. Let's Talk 
helps some people to find 
shelter. Let's have less talk 
and help people to find them-
selves. 
(~Cc.-~c-~ .. L/" Li . 
---t:.-c: ~ ~ 
Pat Ordway '~' 
President, We Who Care 
Smoking mad 
Is there anyone out there 
who can tell me when Larry, 
Moe and Curly took over this 
state? The newest proposed 
addition to our laws would 
eliminate all smoking from 
one room pubs and restau-
rants and require all restau-
rants and pubs larger than 
one room to donate 70 
percent of their square 
footage to non-smoking with 
absolutely no consideration 
to whether your customers 
would like to smoke or not. 
Any reasonably intelligent 
human being would realize 
tha t abou t 3,000 small 
restaurants and pubs would 
be put out of business in 
favor of larger places that 
could handle this. Small 
restaurants and pubs are an 
integral part of our much 
valued tourist industry. In 
Southern Maine alone, we 
employ over 10,000 people, 
contribute massive amounts 
of money to charity, sponsor 
everything from walk-a-
thons to Little League, and 
we pay more than our share 
of taxes. 
In the last couple of years, 
Augusta has passed legisla-
tion tripling our liability in-
surance and doubling our 
sales tax on beverages to 10 
percent. (Thank you, Mr. 
McKernan!) With our local 
governments they have 
managed to increase most of 
our license fees. The last time 
in this country's history that 
one business was abused this 
much was in 1919 when 
Carrie Nation was out storm-
ing into bars, busting rum 
bottles, and starting prohibi-
tion. (and the mafia has been 
thanking her ever since for 
their big start in business). 
My wife and lawn two 
restaurant/pubs in the 
Portland area. We employ 20 
people, pay around $2,000 a 
week in taxes, over $50,000 a 
year in insurance and on and 
on and on ... Our problem is 
that 70-80 percent of our 
customers and 60 percent of 
our employees smoke. There 
is no way that we can live 
with this law and stay in 
business. But all is not lost - I 
have an idea: let's classify 
stupidity as a disease and 
then we could quarantine 30 
percent of Augusta. It would 
make all of our lives easier. 
.!V~ 
R. Stephen Harris 
Falmouth 
D.A. defense 
Casco Bay Weekly re-
ported tha t the police chiefs 
from Westbrook, South 
Portland and Portland had 
endorsed my candidacy for 
(Cumberland County) 
District Attorney. Like many 
other papers, the Casco Bay 
Weekly has failed to report 
that I have also been en-
dorsed by a wide-range of 
social service providers and 
elected officials. 
The article also quoted the 
present District Attorney, 
Paul Aranson, as saying that 
the endorsements were 
"troubling" because "prom_ 
ises must have been made." 
This kind of reaction arises 
from the current unnecessary 
state of suspicion and hostil-
ity between the D.A. and law 
enforcement chiefs. During 
my campaign, I have called 
for a new approach to 
prosecuting crime - an 
approach which requires 
prosecutors and police to 
work in cooperation and with 
respect for one another, while 
recognizing that each has a 
distinct and separate role to 
play within the criminal 
justice system. 
My promise to the chiefs 
and the rest of the com-
muntiy is Simple. I will 
devote my entire energies 
and talents to creating a 
District Attorney's office 
which is more efficient, ag-
gressive toward prosecuting 
all types of crime, and 
responSive to the needs of the 
community. The positive 
response to my candidacy 
has demonstrated that the 
community desires such 
changes. 
<J~~.~ 
David J. Perkins 
Portland 
Where Jim Is 
Your recent front page 
feature, headlined "Where's 
Jim?" (CBW 5.17) showed a 
photo of Democratic Con-
gressional candidate Jim 
Tierney. However, neither 
the story or the photo caption 
bothered to answer the 
question. The photo you 
printed was of Jim Tierney 
standing with us on the 
Greyhound picket line on a 
rainy Sunday morning in 
May ... and your readers 
should know that! 
We're proud to have Jim 
Tierney with us in our fight 
against the union-bashers 
and greedy corporate owners 
at Greyhound. That's "where 
Jim is." We'll be proud to 
stand with other working 
people and other progressive 
Maine ci tizens in !flecting 
Attorney General Jim Tierney 
to be the Democratic candi-
date for Congress on June 12. 
~~~ .. ~L-t 
John Thibodeau 







Because I read your one-
paragraph review of the 
excellent film Shirley Valen-
tine, I knew the ending 
before the movie even 





I am perplexed as to where 
you get your information. A 
clean and healthy environ-
ment (CBW 5.3.90) is the 
concern of all of us, but I am 
afraid your recent comments 
are not in accord with your 
claim that Casco Bay Weekly 
"is an instrument of commu-
nity understanding." Your 
list cites dry cleaning as "a 
major source of pollution in 
every community." Let me 
assure your readers that this 
is, quite frankly, nonsense. 
Indeed, I would suggest that 
the average dry cleaning 
operation creates considera-
bly less pollution than paper-
making, printing and dis-
posal of the average newspa-
per. It is good that you share 
the concerns of the citizenry, 
but perhaps you should 
investigate your sources a 
little more carefully before 
making unsupported state-
ments. 
Daniel B. Eddy 
New System Laundry, [nco 
Portland 
Recycling CBW 
Your latest diatribe on the 
environment (CBW 6.2.90) 
shows further proof of your 
environmental ignorance and 
your dedicated ability to hop 
on the bandwagon of popu-
list issues. Consider for a 
moment the trees cut to print 
your weekly newspaper. 
Consider the caustic bleach-
ing pollutants used to give 
your paper that nice even 
color. Lastly, consider the 
landfill space of 1,040,052 
copies (one year circulation at 
20,001). Arousing the sensi-
biities of your readership is 
no excuse for the damage 
your free-but-for-profit 
newspaper does. I charge 
that it is your personal 11 
responsibility as editor to put . 
a bin outside your edi torial 
office for the reception for 
purposes of recycling your 
own waste newspapers. 
If you are half the environ-
mentalist you purport to be 
in your editorial eulogies of 
our planet Earth, you will 
also accept in your bin 
previous issues of all maga-
zines of your type in this 
area; namely, the Wise 
Guide, 302 Times, Weekly 
Shopper and the Munjoy Hill 
Observer. I'll tum in my copy 
every week. 
~~~i-~ 
Robert D. Higgins 
Portland 
You've raised a good point. 
Casco Bay Weekly does accept the 
return of clean, folded back issues of 
Casco Bay Weekly at Our offices at 
187 Clark SI. during business 
hours. We then truck them, along 
with our office waste paper, to a 
local broker (W. Goodman & Sons) 
who ships them to be recycled. 
Casco Bay Weekly cannot afford to 
truck all of Portland's newspapers 
to a broker. But we're sure that the 
other papers you mentioned, as well 
as the Portland Press Herald and 
Evening Express, will do their part 
and take back the newspapers they 
publish - at least until a regional 






Casco Bay Weekly is an instrument 
of community understanding. 
May 31, 1990 































Lynda Barry, Brenda Chandler, 
Mary Lea Crawley, W.D. Cullip, 
Hilary McComb Nangle, 
Kelly Nelson, Mike Quinn, 
Roland Sweet, Dan Tonini, 
Don Rubin 
Casco Bay Weekly 
distributes 20/100 papers free 
of charge roery Thursday. 
No perscn may take more than ane 
of each issue without the pennission 
of Casco Bay Weekly. Additional 
copies of the current issue and/or 
some back issues may be purcJw;ed 
for $1 each at the Casco Bay Weekly 
office. Domestic subscriptions are 
mailed 3rd class and are $36/year, 
payable in advance. 
Mogul Media, IrK. publishes 
Casco Bay Weekly. Entire contents 
© 1990 by Mogul Media, Inc. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clart. Street 
Portland. ME 04102 
2077756601 
Casco Bay Weekly is a member 
of the Association of AlJemative 
Newsweeklies 
RICHARD ~ PARK~ ~ GALLERY 
Maine's Best Collection of Outdoor Garden Furniture 
Teak Garden Furniture 
Bench $199 
Armchair $135 
End Table $89 




288 Fore Street. 
774·1322 
BANGOR ELLSWORTH 
170 Park Street • High Street 
942,6880 667,3615 
French Bistro 
Folding Chairs $39 
Folding Table $89 
4 Chairs 
and Table $225 
Other styles fram France 
aLso available 
major credit cards • in·store financing • free parking 
RICHARD . PARK~ · GALLERY 






The dramatic story of two bears as 
they search for safety In the wild, 
againsllhelr greatest enemy ... man. 
May 31, 1990 
.JAMAICAN 
RICE & BEANS. 
FALAFEL ABDULLAH 
'" .g.. MORE MORE MOR 
m~IL~~ 
ON OUR PRIVATE PATIO 
DR TAKE IT OUT! 
CALL AHEAD 772.(J360 
Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 
147 Cumberland Ave. Portia 
3 
UAR!!!d~~ ~~~ ~,~QOI 
GRAND 
OPENING 
538 Congress Street 
Rare and U sed Books 
Maps and Prints 
Bought & Sold 
Highest Prices Paid 
Search Service 
Tax & Insurance Appraisals 
Single ilerns or large collections wanted 
BROWSERS 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
10 am to 5 :30 pm Mon.·Sat. 
Member 
Antiquarian 800kselers Association of America 
761·2150 646·8785 
538 Congress Route 1, Wells 
4 Casco Boy Wukly 
All Aboard for a 
r, Cruise, or Day Trip 
Maine's Finest Fleet 
For more information 
about putting your ad here 




lrutcad of Halftime have a Full Time on the 
~!.m'd'!i,tl 
* 6 Trips Daily * $5 off any Adult fare 
with • vtilid Maloe Driven UC4IIlH 
tNJOY AN tXCURS ON 
Orr THt COAST Or MA Nt. 
.:: 
YOUR HAIR 
HAS TO BE PERFECT. 
\Nhen it comes to a good hairstyle I'm a fanatic, a{ld so IS my 
vvell trained sta ff. We pay speCIal attention to vvhat style Will 
make you look better than ever; vvonderful color, bouncy 
waves. preciSion cuts. 
If you want everything perf en. then you want Matthew 
John Hair. 
"Check This Outf" 
• Have a regular perm on any Sunday. Monday. Tuesday or 
Wednesday for only $44. rcut Included) regular 565 
• Have a one color hllite on any Thursday or Friday for only S44. 
regular 565. 
• Have a cellophane on any Saturday for only 519. regular 528. 
• sut?Jea to SIJ1IS! availabilItY 
• Offer expires Jure 30. 1990 
• No double discounts 
• Extra color or special perm 
""'aps priCes slightly higher 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 




Great prizes PLUS winners' 
photos to be published 
in the Maine Times! 
ENTER TODAY! 
T~vo convenient locQtion~. 
30 Cm Cenrer 71 US Route I 
(Next tu Monument Sq.) Scarborough 
Pon/alld 883-7363 
772-7296 
Gra!1d Pri .. ~ Winner Will n!uir'f! two mghts ' fru lodging at rhe Lord Camden Inn In Camden. Maine PLUS a KOlHca Z-up 80 35mm camero , 
Second and Third Prize Winners k,'1lI receive a Komca JUMP J5mm camera, and the Fourrh Pri:.e W;nnu will Uin a dinner for /"0 at Alberra 's 
Res/auranl in Pon/and All tmn'ts mUSl ~ 5 " x7" pril1lS. A roral offollr pri:.eJ .... iIl be awarded from Ollr combined !Fore lororlOm Llm/f one 
entry per person. Amateaur photographers on/): See store for detailii 
UPDATES 
Downtown Porteous to close 
Porteous, Mitchell & Braun, the 84-year-old Congress-Street 
department store, will close next year. Porteous president Aretas 
Sterns said the store is closing because of declining revenues. 
Since the store is perceived by many to be a major lure for 
downtown shoppers, Stems said that he hopes leaving doesn't 
"trigger the further decline of the Congress Street corridor ... 
Hopefully the city has the vitality and the people to deal with the 
issue." Riddled with a growing number of empty storefronts. the 
revitalization of the Congress Street retail district has bcen on the 
agendas of the Portland City Council and of City Manager Robert 
Ganley. Porteous will close on Feb. 1,1990. Stems said that some 
of the store's 85 employees are planning to retire and others could 
be placed in one of Porteous' six other locations. 
More parking for Congress Street 
Parking on Congress Street may be easier when the city installs 
40-50 more parking meters there. Portland Traffic Engineer Wil-
liam Bray said that the quarter-eating meters will be installed on 
Congress Street between City Hall and Congress Square. Ap-
proximately 25 spaces presently in 15-minute parking zones will 
be furnished with meters that have a one-hour maximum. Also, 
Bray estimates that 15-20 new spaces will be created when the city 
adopts one of several measures including: eliminating some of the 
Metro bus stops on Congress, relocating the cab stand in front of 
Paul's supermarket and eliminating several truck loading zones. 
The meters are expected to pop up within a month. 
RWS plans to compost leaves 
Regiona I Waste Systems (RWS) expects to be compostingGreater 
Portland's leaves, sticks and other "yard waste" by this fall, 
according to Eric Root, deputy director at RWS. Root said that 
yard waste accounts for up to 10 percent of the volume of trash it 
collects and that it either hogs up precious landfill space or 
"doesn't bum worth a darn" in the plant's waste-to-energy incin-
erator. But composting is simple and gradually cooks up humus 
that can be used in loam or as a mulch, Root said. He expects the 
South Portland planning board to OK an RWS composting 
operation at their existing South Portland landfill site. The opera-
tion may be underway to accept leaves this fall. Every one of the 
20 communities that RWS serves in Southern Maine will compost, 
Root said . 
Maine to Feds: Don't censor art 
The Maine agency that writes grants to Maine artists is urging 
its federal counterpart, the National Endowment for the Arts, not 
to bow to pressure to censor the art it funds . The Maine Arts Com-
mission's Richard Dyer said that his state commission sent the 
NEA a resolution urging it not to adopt funding restrictions that 
would render artist's whose works are deemed obscene ineligible 
for funding. "In the arts," the resolution states, "democracy is 
demonstrated in the vigorous clash of ideas and the resolution of 
differences through debate, not suppression or censorship." Dyer 
said that $548,000 of the Maine Arts Commission's 1990 budget 
came from the NEA, accounting for more than one-fourth of its 
overall budget. The Maine Arts Commission was created 24 years 
ago - its 21 members are appointed by the governor. 
Solicitation irks local charity 
An organization from Florida is soliciting Mainersformoney to 
fight Multiple Sclerosis, but the local chapter of the National 
Multiple Sclerosis Society says that only 35 percent of what they 
give will go toward the charity. Michelle Drucker, Executive 
Director of the Maine chapter of the Multiple Sclerosis Society said 
that "we've been getting a couple phone calls a day" from people 
who have been solicited by the similarly named Multiple Sclerosis 
Foundation. 
Jane Spadoni, Executive Director of Un i-Fund, a fundraising 
company that was hired by the Florida-based Multiple Sclerosis 
Foundation, conIinned that only 35 percen t of the gross dona tions 
go toward disease research, while the other 65 percent goes 
toward administrative costs including Uni-Fund salaries, print-
ing and mailing. 
Drucker said that within her organization "there are adminis-
trative costs as well, but it certainly isn't 65 percent ... There are so 
many groups doing fundraising that you really have to be care-
ful." 
Oooops! 
When Sheldon Kaye spoke to Casco Bay Weekly last week 
about the future site of the Burbank Library he was expressing his 
opinion, not the opinion of the library board of trustees. Kaye said 
that the library board is open to all alternatives for the future sight 
of the library. . 
Also, the name of the man playing accordion on the cover of the 
May 24 CBW was misspelled. Dave's last name is Babb, not Baff. 
I 
-1 
Taking the show on the road and into the parks: 
An abundance of festivities 
It was the first weekend of summer_ And the 
season's first festival, Portland Recreation De-
partment's Back Cove Family Day, brought 5,000 
people and no cars to Baxter Boulevard and Payson 
Park. Those having the most fun were kids: toot-
ling along Baxter Boulevard on new bicycles with 
training wheels, kids diving into firemen's foam, 
doing interpretive dancing in front of the music 
stage while their more inhlbited parents looked 
on_ 
But festivals aren't just kids' stuff - they bring 
business to town. Facing what could be a slow 
summer for tourism, many area merchants are 
anxiously watching the summer festival sched-
ule: on June 10, the Old Port Festival; in July, the 
Yannouth Clam Festival and the Deering Oaks 
Family Festival; and in August, The Maine Festi-
val, this year at the Cumberland County Fair-
grounds. 
Old Port Festival 
The Old Port Festival is expected to attract 
50,000 people to the Portland's Old Port district 
on June 10. Organized by the Intown Portland 
Exchange (IPE), the festival began in 1972 as a 
way to attract people to the revitalized Old Port. 
After growing from a local bash to a blowout by 
the mid-80s, festival organizers are moving back 
toward community commerce and quieter enter-
tainment 
This year's Old Port Festival has decked itself 
in a theme - "Shopping for a Better World." The 
theme will be stressed with demonstrations that 
will let festival goers rethink how they shop. And 
by inviting Old Port merchants to participate, IPE 
hopes people will remember how shopping 
downtown and in the Old Port fosters a sense of 
community lost in the shopping malls. 
Environmentalconcernswillalsobeaddressed. 
The aty of Portland will hype its upcoming 
purchase of a leaf harvester, a gigantic machine 
which will collect residents' leaves to be com-
posted rather then sending them to landfills. The 
huge leaf chewer will be parked at Canal Plaza_ A 
backyard composting demonstration, inIonna-
tion on recycling, and reverse vending machines 
- which take back cans and return receipts that 
can be cashed in for the deposits - will be fea tured 
throughout the festivaL Depositsoncans returned 
during the festival wi II be donated to the Preble 
Street Resource Center. 
Program Manager Julie Thompson says there 
will be six stages with entertainment, which has 
steered away from rock music toward jazz, blues 
and folk. The Children's Museum of Maine is 
once again responSible for the children's area. 
And there will be food - lots of it. Old Port 
merchants can't feed 50,000 people without help 
from outside food vendors, but local merchants 
ore being encouraged to setup shop outside their 
stores, keeping as much of the merchant activity 
as possible within the confines of the Old Port. 
Yarmouth Clam Festival 
Eating is the draw of the Yannouth Clam Fes-
tival, which is celebrating its 25th year July 20-22 
with lot of clams, continuous entertainment and 
fireworks. The Yannouth Festival has been called 
one of the 100 best festivals in the country, and is 
unique in that proceeds from dam sales benefit 
Yannouth's non-profit organizations. Along with 
entertainment, the Yannouth festival offers foot 
races for adults and children, and canoe and 
bicycle races. For information on registering for 
any of these races, call the Yannouth Chamber of 
Commerce at 846-3984. 
Deering Oaks Family Festival 
The largest festival around is Deering Oaks 
Family Festival, which attracted 300,000 people 
last year. The free festival opens Tuesday, July 24_ 
And its director, Keith Citrine, is outfitting the 
festival in a new suit of clothes. 
The fonnat will remain the same. There will be 
lunchtime and dinnertime concerts, as well as a 
big shows each night. But the music program-
ming will move away from dying national acts 
and toward young local bands, such as the Van 
Gogo's and the Gogettes, a group of visual artists 
and musicians who are sched uled to play Wednes-
day_ And on Sunday everything from classical to 
bluegrass can be heard: the Portland Community 
Orchestra, a Klezmer band, a performance of 
international dancing, a mini-bluegrass festival 
and a festival finale with The Wicked Good Band. 
An added feature this year will be a juried fine 
arts show. Selected artists can set up shop in a 10-
by-l0 space either in a tent or open air with special 
discounted rates for students. Deadline for appli-
cations is June 8. (If you're interested, call Jim 
Buckley at the Chamber of Commerce for more 
inIonnation and an application, 772-2811). 
Keeping the party going 
This year, not all the summer festivals are one-
shot deals. IPE's ''Noontime Perfonnance Series" 
begins Monday, June 25 in Monument Square 
with a performance by local musician Charlie 
Brown's most recent musical configuration, Papa 
Loves Mambo. The series, sponsored by Fleet 
Bank, offers noontime perfonnances Monday 
through Friday at several locations in downtown 
Portland from Congress Square to Tommy's Park. 
"Sundays in the Port" is a six-week series of 
mini-Old Port Festivals beginning July 1. Each 
Sunday, lower Exchange Street will be closed off 
to cars from early morning till 5 p_m. There will 
always be something for kids and a musical per-
fonnance at 2:30 p.m_ Local food merchants will 
bring their edibles to the streets and there will also 
be a small farmers' market, offering produce and 
plants from the country. 
The "Summer in the Parks" series sponsored 
by Portland Recreation Department will once 
again bring Tuesday noon programs for kids and 
Tuesday evening concerts to Deering Oaks Park 
and Thursday evening concerts with Chandlers 
Band to Fort Allen Park_ New to the "Summer in 
the Parks" series is "Theater in the Parks" on 
Mondays and "Sunset Folk" Wednesday eve-
nings on the Western Prom_ 
The Maine Festival In-exile 
After three years in Portland, The Maine Festi-
val is moving to the Cumberland County Fair-
grounds, a 20-minute drive from Portland and 
"into neutral territory," as the new Executive 
Director Bruce Hazard described the Cumber-
land location. The festival, scheduled for the 
weekend of Aug, 3-5, has had its share of critics 
over the years, including controversy over the 
festival's use of Deering Oaks Park_ 
The festival had been criticized by the Parkside 
Neighborhood Association and others for put-
ting up a fence to keep out people who have not 
paid the admission price, which prompted Maine 
Arts to begin looking for a new location. The 
move is an effort to restore the festival's status as 
a statewide event and to take advantage of the 
undercover space at the fairgrounds so that the 
festival won't lose ground in case of rain. 
This year's festival is headed up bya new crew. 
Bruce Hazard started working with Maine Arts 
last October and artistic director Burl Hash, origi-
nally from Texas, came to Maine Arts from his 
fonner job organizing the Celebrate Brooklyn 
Festival. This year there will be a return to more 
Maine perfonners and artists and fewer headlin-
ers "from away_" Performances and exhibits that 
are more interactive than sitting and listening to a 
musical performance are also planned. Accord-
ing to operations manager Bob Curtis, this year's 
arts schedule is an attempt to decrease gap be-
tween audience and perfonner. 
New works are being commissioned for the 
festival and a new feature, "Art That Flies," is in 
the works. This year literary arts as well as visual 
and performing arts will be included with the 
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance organiz-
ing poetry and prose readings. A Story Stage will 
feature traditional Maine storytelling and intro-
duce the Maine Story Project, which plans to take 
hit the road for a tour after The Maine Festival is 
over. The festival producers hope to hold the 
finals of the Maine Fiddling Championships 
during the festival in their commitment to head-
lining Maine art. 
Ann Sitomer 
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Order your own totally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash, 
Check or Money Order) and the address label below to: 
~~>:r::cJI~~-""''''''- Casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
T-Shirts are 100oiO Cotton XL, and sport the CBW logo on the front pocket. 
--~---------------------Nafile: _______________________ _ 
MaillngAddress:, ___________________ _ 
City:, __________ --'State & ZIP:. _________ _ 
Dayrune phone #:, ___________________ _ 
VISA/MC #· _____________ Exp. date ___ _ 
Specify Color: 
o Black 0 Pink 
o Aqua 0 Royal Blue 
Alternate color if first choice not available: 
• Casco Bay Weekly 
FLOWER LOVERS 
SALE 
MAY21 - JUNE 3 
MAINE 
POTTERS 
Tree of Life Rings and Pendants 
american crafts An ancient symbol of productiveness, wisdom and life. Pendants Rings in 14K Gold 
44 Exchange Street 
Dept. 14 
Portlana, ME 04101 
772-4880 
Sterlirig silver with chain $60 
14K gold without chain $280 
Narrow: Size 71a and smaller $190 
Size 8 and larger $225 
Rings in Sterling Silver Wide: Size 71a and smaller $240 
Narrow $39 Wide $49 Size 8 and larger $290 
Add 53 for shipping; Maine residents also please add 5% sales tax. 
VISA/Mel Amex 
... ~.... ... 
The Board of Directors of the 
COMMUNITY 
INTERTAINMENT AGENCY 
thanks these corporate donors 
for their generous support 
* 
The Boulos Company 
Casco Northern Bank 
Dyke Associates 
Hannaford Brothers, Inc. 
1.1. Bean, Inc. 
Maine Savings Bank 
Peoples Heritage Bank 
Portland News Company 
R.]. Grondin & Sons 
Rufus Deering Company 
S.D. Warren Company 
Shaw's Supermarkets 
So. Portland/Cape Elizabeth Rotary 
UNUM Charitable Foundation 
* 
The Community lntertainment Agency brings volunteer performers 
to confined audiences su ch as in nursing homes and group shelte rs . 
To come o n stage with us, call Ann Sparling at 799-5701. 
WIDER TURNPIKE; 
DEEPER PROBLEMS 
Continued from front page 
The initiator and primary proponent of 
expansion, the Maine Turnpike Authority 
(MT A), was created 50 years ago to construct 
and operate a turnpike for the state. 
The Authority is directed by four appointees 
of the Governor, with a fifth ex-officio the 
Commissioner of the Department of Transpor-
tation (Daf). While the MTA does collaborate 
with the oar in some aspects of its planning, 
and diverts a percentage of its toll earnings to 
the Department for highway needs "within the 
turnpike corridor," the' Authority is very much 
its own entity, functioning with relatively little 
legislative oversight. The MTA is more akin to a 
private company than an agency of the state; 
the 400 employees of the MT A enjoy higher 
wages and better benefits then the Daf's per-
sonnel. . 
The lID-mile Maine Turnpike, which con-
nects Kittery to August via Portland and 
Lewiston-Auburn, was completed in the mid 
1950s at a cost of just under $100 million. The 
four-lane turnpike is self-sustaining, with tolls 
paying for maintenance expenses and all 
revenue bonds issued for construction. It was 
originally intended that the MTA would be 
assimilated into the DOT when those bonds 
were paid off a decade ago, but the MT A has 
proved to be a survivor, riding out occasional 
calls from lawmakers for its abolishment. 
The late David Stevens is the man usually 
credited with perpetuating what the press has 
called "the imperial Authority." Its staunchest 
defender, patriarch Stevens sat on the MT A for 
33 years, leading it for 15 years as Secretary-
Treasurer, until his retirement in 1987 at the age 
of 80. While his political maneuverings were 
occasionally questioned, the quality of his 
highway, which has won national awards as an 
outstanding system, has few detractors. 
Widening controversy 
In the early 1970s, the MTA set out to add a 
third lane each way to the turnpike from the 
New Hampshire line to Portland, a response to 
mounting usage and projected traffic growth. 
As in the past, the MT A began construction 
without seeking state approval. 
This time environmental groups protested. A 
lawsuit was filed and in 1975 the Maine Su-
preme Court ruled that the MTA was empow-
ered only to construct and maintain its original 
four-lane highway, with any substantial 
expansion requiring legislative sanction. The 12 
miles already under construction were com-
pleted. 
Uttle has changed on the turnpike since then 
- except the number of tires that roll along its 
pavement. According to MT A records, annual 
daily traffic volumes doubled on the turnpike 
between 1979 and 1987, from 88,000 to 175,000 
vehicles. A total of 35 million used the turnpike 
last year. 
The MT A' s current proposal would essen-
tially complete that effort begun 20 years ago. It 
calls for a new lane to be built in both directions 
over the 30 miles from York - where the 
original widening was halted - to Portland. 
Is it prudent to spend millions 
of dollars to "solve" a seasonal, 
1 D-day problem? 
Also 31 bridges will be enlarged to accommo-
date both the new lane, and another, should the 
future need arise. 
The projected price tag for this venture is 
$]62 million, with $99.3 earmarked for the 
actual highway and bridge widenings and the 
remainder going to interchange and toll facility 
improvements. The total figures to something 
closer to $250 million after the long-term bond 
interest is calculated. The whole project is 
expected to take five years to complete and rep-
resents the single most costly public works 
project ever attempted in Maine. 
Paul Violette, Executive Director of the MTA 
since 1988, is the most ardent advocate for the 
widening plan. He sees the turnpike as 
"Maine's primary artery" and "the most 
important part of the state's infrastructure." 
Violette has the numbers to back such claims: 
sooner or later 90 percent of Maine traffic flows 
over the turnpike. The former state senator is 
persuasive in his case for widening. He stresses 
that the number of hours when the turnpike is 
"at capacity" is increasing, and he also points to 
safety concerns, asserting that accidents are less 
likely wi th three lanes than two. 
"The Authority does not operate in a void," 
emphasizes Violette. He says that no other 
turnpike in the nation provides as much 
financial help to a state transportation depart-
ment. As the new Executive Director, Violette 
says he " ... approached the expansion issue 
with an open mind and would like to avoid 
spending the money if possible, but became 
convinced otherwise." 
Much of the convincing can be credited to 
the firm of Howard, Needles, Tammen and 
Bergendoff. The name appears frequently in 
connection with the turnpike because the 
Boston based HNT&B has been the MTA's 
engineering consultant since day one, retained 
without competitive bid for 47 years. Its data 
backed the MTA's aborted 197] expansion -
and even possible demand for eight lanes - and 
it provides the rational for current widening 
scheme. 
Surprisingly, in light of the huge amount of 
money involved, there was almost no discus-
sion of the project's merits when the MTA 
brought it before the legislature. A bill to 
increase the MTA's bond cap from $20 million 
to $80 million and to allow a third turnpike lane 
passed unanimously out of committee and, 
after deliberation of less than 20 minutes, 
received full endorsement by voice vote on the 
floor . David Steven's political influence shined 
that day. But then, according to Congressman 
Jim Mitchell, "Mainers have always supported 
highways." 
Alternatives and "a fig leaf" 
Not so fast .. . Richard Barringer is a Mainer 
who defiantly doesn't always support more 
highway. As a director of the Mainewatch 
Institute, a nonprofit public policy research 
organization, he has particularly critical of the 
MTA's plans. 
Barringer's argument is that the Authority 
needs to move away from its expansionist 
mind set, to cease its pattern of responding to 
every problem by building more infrastructure. 
Traffic management, he suggests, is the direc-
tion the MTA should take. The Mainewatch 
"Case for a Management Alternative" cites 
electric power and telephone utilities as ex-
amples where services are met by adjusting 
demand, usually through price structuring, 
instead of building another power plant or 
stringing more wire to meet peak needs. 
Barringer sees no reason why the same princi-
pals can't be applied to the turnpike. 
Among the management options he sug-
gests: peak hour toll surcharges (or conversely, 
off-hour rate reductions) and more efficient toll 
collection methods. And to adjust commuter 
traffic - which might in tum relieve peak tourist 
volumes - Barringer believes incentives for 
ridesharing, car pooling, and staggered work 
hours deserve a close look. No one option by 
itself would sufficiently reduce peak conges-
tion, Barringer admits, but some combination 
could bring real improvements at relatively 
minimal cost. 
More important, the number of times when 
such improvements are needed, according to 
the Mainewatch study, is only about 10 days 
out of the year, and then only for a few predict-
able hours on those days. 
To Barringer the turnpike issue boils down to 
whether or not it's prudent to spend millions of 
dollars to "solve" what amounts to a seasonal, 
10-day problem. His answer, to quote the 
Mainewatch study, is that management is 
" ... more in tune with Maine values of thrift and 
common sense than is a massive, costly and 
unnecessary construction project". 
Barringer also opposes the turnpike expan-
sion from a more general socio-economic 
standpoint, suggesting that revenues collected 
by the MT A should be distributed throughout 
the state rather than confined to the "show-
piece" turnpike and its designated corridor. He 
also thinks that southern Maine is overbur-
dened with land use pressures and that widen-
ing the turnpike will exacerbate the situation. 
"People are only beginning to appreciate the 
connection between a transportation system 
like the turnpike and losses in environmental 
quality and community character elsewhere:' 
In response to the Mainewatch "Case for a 
Management Alternative," which received 
extensive media coverage following its publica-
tion in January ]988, the MTA decided to obtain 
a "second opinion" to back the HNT&B assess-
ment. As Violette put it, another look simply 
"made good business and good government 
sense" (it might also allay any suggestions of 
rubberstamping that could surface from so long 
an affiliation with the same consulting engi-
neers). 
This time in-state consultants were hired -
though the choice of two former DOT Commis-
sioners and current Commissioner Dana 
Connors to do the job wasn't exactly the 
disinterested panel critics had urged. And with 
those consultants writing it, it came as no 
surprise that the June 1988 study not only 
concurred with HNT&B - but recommended a 
project $39.3 million more costly than the 
original proposal. 
Two weeks after the results of this second 
$150,000 study were released, the MT A voted 
unanimously to proceed with the project. 
Former state economist Lloyd Irland (also a 
Mainewatch director) called the quick vote 
"incredibly arrogant" and based on a study 
which in his view was "a fig leaf to cover what 
they were already going to do." In January 
1989, turnpike tolls were raised ]5 percent to 
begin paying for the widening. 
Before the bulldozers get the green light, 
however, final licenSing rests with the Maine 
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) 
and, at the Federal level, the Army Corps of En-
gineers. Both agencies are involved primarily 
because of the wetlands impacted by construc-
tion. 
Prior to the DEP hearings held this April, the 
Portland Press Herald forecasted "only token 
opposition from the state's environmental 
groups." Perhaps this reflected a sense that 
licensing for the project was little more than a 
formality despite the Mainewatch objections 
and a University of Southern Maine survey 
released in February that reported 76 percent of 
respondents favoring further studies of impacts 
on local traffic, commercial development and 
land values before any construction. 
Widening opposition 
But Maine Audubon, the Natural Resources 
Council of Maine, and the Sierra Club are 
taking firm stands against the expansion. 
Sierra's opposition has been especially vocal. 
Chairwoman Sarah Conly says that for her 
organization "the 23 acres of affected wetlands 
are just the tip of the iceberg of all that's bad 
about the turnpike boondoggle." Conly feels 
the ramifications of the widening will extend 
far beyond the project, paving the way for 
further degradation of the rural character of 
Maine that she believes most people wish to 
preserve. More turnpike, she says, will mean 
more cars. The Sierra Club wants full account-
ing of the cost of those additional vehicles, one 
that goes beyond dollars to examine increases 
Continued on page 10 
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Continued from page 9 
in congestion, pollution, natural habitat loss, fuel 
consumption, even orone depletion. Simply dump-
ing millions into an expanded turnpike, Conly 
believes, "is completely the wrong direction for the 
state to be taking in 1990, when we should be encour-
aging mass transi t" . 
That's just what TrainRiders Northeast is pushing. 
The group's head, Wayne Davis, is concerned that if 
the turnpike project goes forth, obtaining the $30 
million needed to get passenger rail service running 
between Portland and Boston will be more difficult. 
To Davis, railroads are clearly the logical "next step" 
for meeting regional transportation demands and he 
is confident their reintroduction would alleviate peak 
pressures on the turnpike. "Put subsidies into trains" 
he urges, "and you won't have to widen roads. 
"Unfortunately," Davis points out, "American 
highways received $18 billion last year which is more 
than Amtrack has received in 18 years." 
But for the Turnpike Authority, the issue is pretty 
cut and dry. More cars are coming - in the next 20 
years 50 million more are expected to be hitting 
America's highways - so more roadway is needed. 
Naturally, industry and commerce interests tend 
to have a similar view, agreeing with the MTA and 
probably any motorist caught in the hOliday jam. 
Away from the traffic, however, for the growiRg 
ranks of critics - who now include congreSSional 
hopefuls Tom Andrews and James Tierney - insuring 
that motorists can always drive at 65 m.p.h. a full 365 
days of the year without delay is not the best way to 
be spending $162 million, especially in this time of 
budgetary belt-tightening. 
From a broader perspective, the EPA predicts that 
by the year 2010 the current total vehicle miles 
traveled on the nation's roads will double. Vehicle 
emission standards have improved in recent years, 
but clean air doesn't stand a chance with that many 
more tail pipes. Do Mainers really want a bigger 
funnel to bring those emissions here? Vacationland 
does need tourism, but how much? 
Tourism is an interesting aspect of the turnpike 
issue - as it seems to take considerably different 
tacks. Talk about who's paying for the expansion, 
and advocates will note how far tourist dollars will 
go. But talk about who benefits from the project, and 
suddenly its local commuters. Of course, both benefit 
to a degree, but the arguments don't add up. 
To its supporters, an expanded turnpike is Maine's 
lifeline; to opponents, the route of many problems. 
Both sides would agree, however, that whatever 
happens with the turnpike will be crucial to Maine's 
future. And it's apparent that there has not been an 
adequate forum for Mainers to address that future. 
Depending on the outcome of the licensing 
reviews, construction could begin before the end of 
the year, though its not at all clear that the people of 
Maine feel that would be in their best interest. 
In the end, as Paul Violette emphasizes, "the MT A 
doesn't set Maine growth policy - it responds to it." 
Is continuous growth good for Maine, or, as author 
Edward Abbey put it, is it "the ideology of the cancer 
cell?" 
To a large extent, the road Maine chooses will be 
measured by the width of the Maine Turnpike. 
8il Patrie is a freelance environmental writer who is soon to take 
a one-way trip on the Maine Turnpike. 
"Widening the turnpike is 
completely the wrong direction 
for the state to be taking in 
1990, when we should be 
encouraging mass transit. " 
Sarah Conly, 
chairwoman of the Maine group 
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:]U:M1@1Bgnf{ Jim Crocker 
and Bruce Campbell arePort-
land's favorite morning radio team. 
Why? Because they put an adult 
perspective on the events and issues 
of the day. And because their sup-
porting cast includes Maine's best 
radio news staff, award-winning 
sportscasts, the most accurate 
weather forecasts, the country's only 
Australian astrological prognosti-
cator and a guest list that reads like a 
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a 
month-we're sure it will change the 
way you start your day! 
Portland's NewsfTalk Station 
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24 hours a day, 
7 days a week. 
INGRAHAM VOLUNfEERS, INC. 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER 
• The best bet? The much-
publicized Gateway Gas 
Station Design Competition 
runs out of gas with an awards 
ceremony and slide presenta-
tion by architect Steven 
. IzenoUI, the chair of the jury 
and co-author of "Learning 
From Las Vegas," at 7 p.m. at 
the Portland Performing Arts 
Center, 25A Forest Ave., 
Portland. We think giant 
lobsters that are featured in a 
winning entry are tacky and 
wonder what Izenour learned 
from Las Vegas. 
The awards 
~~~~~~~i~~~ ceremony will be .. ~~,1~.\ followed by a 
reception and 
exhibit of all 
the entries at Thos. Moser 
Cabinetmakers, 415 Cumber-
land Ave., Portland. Both 
events are free and open to the 
public. For more informa-





36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773-4500 
out: Chief Commander Eben-
ezer Obey and his 16-piece 
Nigerian Juju Orchestra fill the 
stage at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Modern juju is 
played as Afro-pop fusing 
electric and Hawaiian guitars, 
talking drums and vocals, but 
the music is still played when 
kings are crowned and chiefs 
are buried by the Yoruba tribe. 
The Chief and his band go on 
stage at 9 p.m. Tickets are $10 
at the door. For more informa-
tion, call 773-8187. 
• Flying mimes, Klezmer 
bands and jugglers tossing 
food and fire: The fourth 
annual Casco Bay Vaudeville 
Festival is under way this 
weekend on the mainland and 
Peaks Island. The two-hour 
show features local vaudevil-
lians Randy Judkins, Jackson 
Gillman, Mike Miclon and 
David Neufeld; clown and ma-
gician Rick Davis; comic 
dancer Jackie Davis; jugglers 
Tom Rayburn and Henry 




TO-morrow at 8 p.m. at Green-
wood Gardens Theater on 
Peaks Island. Tickets are $7 
for the Portland perform-
ance and $5 for the Peaks 
per·formance (But it'll cost 
$3 to get to Peaks 
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• Hollywood bound: The 
Maine Student Film and Video 
Festival sponsored by the 
Maine Alliance of Media Arts 
will screen animated, dra-
matic, documentary films by 
the finalists in a video compe-
tition which was open to 
Maine residents under age 19. 
The screening is at 1 p.m. at 
the Portland Museum of Art, 
Congress Square, Portland. For 
more information, call 775-
6148. 
• Local blues: Mister Mojo's Big 
Night CY Blues plays their first 
gig at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Led by Mr. Mojo 
Harpman, a.k.a. Thomas Ren-
ino, the band boasts several 
veterans from the Portland 
music scene including guitarist 
Jim Junkins and drummer 
"Bub" Lynch from Atlantic 
Jam, and guitarist/bassist 
Andrew Horvat from Who 
• South American pets: The 
Maine Llama Association 
wants to introduce Mainers to 
llamas today at Smiling Hill 
Farm on County Road (Route 
22), Westbrook. Demonstra-
tions of grooming, spinning, 
an obstacle course and cart 
pulling will be featured from 
1-5 p.m. The event is free and 
open to the public. 
• Short-haired peaceniks: 
Amore Salon is offering Peace 
Cuts to benefit the Maine 
Peace Campaign, whicll is 
working towards a peacetime 
economy among other proj-
ects. All proceeds from hair-
cuts, mini-facials and mani-
cures will be donated to the 
Maine Peace Campaign. Peace 
Cuts begin at 10 a.m. and 
continue through 5 p.m. 
Amore on the 
One 
situation in Guatemala. For 
more information, call PAU-
SICA at 773-7873. 
• Modern art criticism: 
Michael Kimmelman, chief art 
critic for The New York Times, 
speaks on "The State of Criti-
cism," at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Portland Museum of Art in 
Congress Square. He'll exam-
ine the current art world and 
market and the impact of 
criticism on them. The lecture 
is $4 for museum members, $6 
for non-members and seating 
is limited. Tickets will go on 
sale at 7 p.m. For more infor-
Stars Come Out for AIDS. 
Sweet Sensation, Adam Ant, McColden Voice of Partners 
In Kryme and Louie Louie are among the performers who 
are donating their talents to benefit the Maine Health 
Foundation. See June 8. 
mation, call 775-6148. ./ 
Knows? and Innocent 
Cover is $5. For 
questions about how this 
consumer ins~gan: In 
~encourage 
people to spend even more, . 
ber Boston-based acting troupe 
who combine music, move-
ment, acting and satire in their 
performances. The troupe 
performs "Ubo Roi" and 
"Motion Sickness." Perform-
ances are tonight through 
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Port-
land Performing Arts Center, 
25A Forest Ave., Portland. 
Tickets are $6 for Thursday's 
show, $8/$10 for Friday and 
Saturday. For more informa-
tion, call 774-0465. 
ina _ ~ 
--""· ... at will Knock your 
socks off. Pluck Theater and 
The Mies play tonight at 
Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland. 
For more information, 772-
7891. 
Learn to love 
llamas. See 
June 3. 
• Peace Brigades of Guate-
mala: Jennie Roitman presents 
a slide show from her year ac-
companying a threatened 
human rights leader in Guate-
mala at 7 p.m. at the Immanuel 
Baptist Church, 156 High St., 
Portland. Roitman will show 
slides of her other work for 
Peace Brigades International 
and addresses the current 
OFFERING BREAKFAST & LUNaI 
Monday - Friday 7am-4pm 
Saturday 8am-3pm 
Featuring New Vegetarian Specials 
and Old Favorites 
772-0702 • 591 Congress St. 
across from Portland Museum oj Art 
-t:.a'"T1J or .,.11. • ..."..-
the Freeport HislQricaLSoeiety"-. Live Acts: Dance and theater 
-clfers a lecture-on the history performances by Berg, Jones 
of consumer culture. Gleim and Sarvis with special guests 
Umi,nowicz, director of the ' Beau Jest Movi,ng Theater are 
Victoria Society of Maine, underway at the Portland Per-
discusses the beginnings of a forming Arts Center tonight 
consumer culture in the late through Saturday. Berg, Jones 
1800's, the development of the and Sarvis, who performed at 
department store and shop- last year's New Year's Port-
ping for entertainment. The land celebration, present 
lecture at 7:30 p.m. at the "Stealing West," a theatrical 
Harrington House,45 Main evocation of the American 
St., Freeport. For more infor- West danced to music by 
mation, call Freeport Historical Ennio Morricone ("The Good, 
Society at 865-3170. The Bad and The Ugly") and 
• Days gone by: Nevada modem composer John Zorn. 
Beach play at T-Birds, 126 "3 Duets" is an abstract piece 
N. Boyd St., Portland. Nevada danced to the improvised 
Beach includes a couple of sounds of jazz clarinetist Brad 






A comprehensive class for voice 
and speech development, text 
analysis and performance of 
Shakespeare's work. 
• 
For enrollment information 
please call: 871-9325 
Classes start June 10th 
American Renaissance Theater 







166 Cumberland Ave. Portland 
Call 774·7414 
• Turning kids away from 
mindless M-TV: A diverse 
group of pop stars have been 
gathered for the largest AIDS 
fund raising event in Maine -
Stars Come Out for AIDS. 
Adam Ant, Laura Branigan; 
Partners in Kryme wi th 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 
Perfect Gentleman, D-Bob, 
Sweet Sensation, Louie Louie, 
The Walkers, Jude Cole and 
Go West make for an eclectic 
concert with a two-fold pur-
pose. Proceeds from the 
concert will go to Maine 
Health Foundation, which 
works with The AIDS Project 




MAY 24 - JUNE 17 
Thu. Fri & Sat at 8:00 p.m. 
Sun at 7:00 p.m. 
797-3338 
AIDS Network in Bangor and 
Dayspring of Central Maine, to 
provide support for people 
living with AIDS in Maine. 
And the concert's appeal to 
younger people, will further 
educate them about AIDS. The 
concert is at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Cumberland County Civic 
Center, Portland. Tickets are 
$14 and $18, available at the 
Civic Center Box Office, 
Ticketron and Teletron. 
• Dinosaurs are no longer 
extinct: The Children's Mu-
seUlI}, of Maine is bringing 
back gigantic animated dino-
saurs. "Return of the Giants" 
can be seen through Sep. 3 at 
the former Lee-Dodge sales 
location, 191 Riverside St., just 
off Exit 8, Portland. Hours are 
Sunday-Thursday 10 a.m.-5 
p.m., Friday until 8 p.m . Ad-
mission is $3.50 per person; 
children under 12 are admitted 
free. Admission is $2.50 for 
members of The Children' s 
Museum. For more informa-
tion, call 797 -KITE. 
• Water watching: "Coastal 
Pollution and Its Impact on 
Shellfish Resources in South-
em Maine" is a citizen work-
shop offered by the University 
of Maine Cooperative Exten-
sion. The workshop will wade 
through the problem and 
specific actions citizens can 
dive in a~ both the local and re-
gionallevel. Resource people 
from state, local and regional 
organizations will be present 
and there will be a hands-on 
water sampling demonstration 
during a guided walk of the 
shoreline. The workshop is 
from 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m. at 
Wolfe's Neck Farm in Free-
port. It is free and open to the 
public. For more information, 
call Douglas Babkirk at 780-
4205. 
• Book worms: The Baxter 
Society, named after the phi-
lanthropist James Phinney 
Baxter who donated libraries 
to Portland and Gorham, 
offers the first in a series of 
lectures on books at 2 p.m. in 
the Rines Room, Portland 
Public Library, Monument 
Square, Portland. Dr. Terry 
Belanger, associate professor at 
Columbia University School of 
Library Science and the 
founder of the Rare Book 
School, gives a lecture "When 
a Book is Rare (And If It Is, So 
What?)." The lecture is free 
and open to the public. For 
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$12 ATTHE DOOR 
200 Rlverslde St. 
Portland 
Turnpike Exit 8 
207-772·8033 




Invites all tourists to Maine's #1 Roadside Attraction 
Spend an evening having FUN! 
• UPCOMING CONCERTS • 
Wed May 30 - RED LIGHT REVUE (R & B Show) 
Fri June 1 - BOILED IN LEAD (Celtic Punk Rock) 
Sat' June 2 - MR. MOJO'S BIG NIGHT 0' BLUES 
Sun: June 3 - DAN I TRIBESMEN (Reggae) 
Thurs June 7 - EIGHT-TO-THE-BAR 
Thurs, June 14 - IAN MATIHEWS & BILL MORRESSEY 
Mon June 18 - LEO KOTIKE 
Fri: June 22 - MARIA MULDAUR BAND 
86 Forest Avenue 
1111. Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494 "1111 
CBW LISTINGS 
. 12 noon the Friday prior to publicatIon. 
Listings must be received win klrit\nl7bllark Street, Portland 04102 
Ann Sltomer, Casco Bay ee y, 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
Pretty WomanJulia Roberts and Rich-
ard Gere star in the pygmahan-type 
slory about a wealthy businessman 
who picks up a prostitute and dresses 
her up pretty . The movie h~s a few 
greallines, but the story's nothing more 
than a fairy tale. Roberts IS good; .she 
shouldbe more particularaboul scnpts. 
Gere plays a character he's played too 
many times before. 
Back To The Future 111 Let's hope it's 
the conclusion to the trilogy . Michael J. 
Fox and Christopher Uoyd travel to the 
Old West this time. 
Bird on a Wire Mel Gibson and Goldie 
Hawn star in this romanlic adventure 
story that consists of little more than 
comic banter between two cute stars. 
Cadillac Man Robin Williams is a car 
salesman who likes to sleep around. 
Tim Robbins thinks the Cadillac Man's 
been messing with his wife and he 
terrorizes the Cadillac Man's car deal-
ership 10 gel even. 
Cannes Lion 88 Media blitz:122 
award-winning commercials from the 
1988 Cannes International AdvertiSing 
Film Festival. Commercials sell every-
thing from cars to condoms and the 
compilation includes several award-
winning public service announcements 
on drug abuse, spouse abuse and 
AIDS. 
Cinema Paradiso Giuseppe Torna-
tore's Academy Award-winning ~ovle 
is about growing up and how the Icons 
created by the cinema have shaped 
what we believe in. The movie de-
scribes the life of a small Italian s.ea-
coast town and its Cinema ParadiSO, 
where people love, hate and play. The 
movie is nostalgic for the bme when 
movies were movies and when people 
still gathered together in a community . 
Q&A Sidney' Lumet's latest movie is 
about police corruption in New York 
City. The movie lets misanthropes be 
misanthropes with little hope for hu-
manity. Nick Nolte does a great Job 
playing the bigoted cop Brennan, who 
shoots a Puerto Rican crook and then 
tries to cover it up. Timothy Hutton IS ' 
the Assistanl D.A., whose job it is to 
protect him. Armand Assanle is won-
derful as a too-good-to·be-true croo~. 
The plot doesn't unfold simply, but It s 
held together with powerful Ima~es of 
racism and machismo. The raCism IS 
all too familiar. The machismo is ines-
capable, comering one victim after an-
other. Lumet uses close-up after close-
up so we can't avoid looking al the ugly 
picture he's painting. 
The Cook, The Thiel, His ~"e, 
Her Lover Peler Greenaway s un-
rated flick is about a sadistic thug Al-
bert, who likes to eat with his finge.rs , 
knock his wife around and demoralize 
his friends in public. Albert's nota pretty 
sight, but the movie is. Visually, ' The 
Cook ... " is the most overwhelming 
movie to be released in some bme. 
Albert thinks he owns the restaurant 
where most of the movie's action takes 
place. It is immense. Entering through 
large doors from a back alley, the ac-
tion opens onto a kitchen the SIZH of.a 
warehouse where enough food IS laid 
out for a medieval feast and a young 
dishwasher sings haunting madrigals. 
The lush red velvet dining room . be-
longs in another, more prosperous bme. 
The restaurant's bathroom IS larger 
than most people'S apartments. Each 
set has a different hue and as charac-
ters move from one room to another 
their costumes change color too. The 
center of the visual spectacle is Hel.en 
Mirrem who shines in the movie whICh 
otherwi'se borders on stilted grotesque-
ness. Mirrem plays Albert's w!fe .. The 
movie centers around her affair With a 
restaurant patron and Albert's rage 
when he discovers the affair. The much 
publicized grossness of the movie IS 
subtle, brilliant and overpowenng. 
Fire Birds Nicholas Cage and Tommy 
Lee Jones star in an adventure film 
about helicopter pilots who take on a 
drug cartel. 
Hunt For Red Octobe, IS a reminder 
that the puerile concepbon of U.S. for-
eign policy promulgated by . Reagan 
and his cronies lives on. USing com-
mies as bad guys doesn't make a bad 
movie but there needs to be some 
action' character and suspense. "The 
Hunt For Red October' had none of 
these; it is insipid. 
The Maltese Falcon Humphrey 
Bogart, Mary Astor, Sydney . Green-
street and Peter Lorre star In John 
Huston's movie based on Dashiell 
Hammett's crime story aboul an elu-
sive piece of art. . 
Miami Blues Fred Ward, Alec Baldwin 
and Jennifer Jason Le~h ~tar In thiS 
movie about a psychobC killer (Bald-
win) who tries to change his ways after 








B.ck To The Future III (PGI 
12, 1,2:35, 3:35, S:(l5, 
6, 7:35. 8::15, 10 
FIN Bini. CPCM 31 
12:45, 2:50,4:55. 7. SJ:05 
alrd en a WI,. (pa.t:lJ 
12, 2:30, 5,7:30.9:SS 
1, 3:30, 6, 6:30 
T..nag_ Mutant Nll'\la TUrtl •• (PG) 
12:45,2:55, 5:(l5 
_tty W_ .. CIII 
1:30, 4: :10, 7:25, g:so 
Nickelodeon 
Terrpio and Middle, Portland 
712·9751 
First show Sal-Sun only 
Tot.1 11 .... 11 till 
1:20,4. 7,9:30 (opens June 1) 
Cadillac ".n (RI 
1:30. 4 :30, 7:30, 9:3S 
Q&A CRI 
' :35, 4:35. 120, 9;40 
The Cook, The Thief, 
Kia Wife. Her Lov ... 
(no one under 18 admitted) 
, :15, 4:20, 7:05. 9:25 
C.mlila Claudel CRI 
1:10, 3:55.7:15 
ea .... maP .... dl .. 
1:20, . :1 0,7:10, 9:25 
lllami ."' •• CRI 
4:05, 7, 9:30 ~hrough May 311 
The Movies 
10 Exchange, Portland 
712·9600 
lIot- .nd M. 
May 3Q.June 3 
Wed-Sal a17. 9.: 
Sat and Sun mat a! 1: 
Sun fNe at 9 . 
C.rvI" Lion •• 
June 2-5 
Sat 81 2:45: Sun aI 2:45. 7:15; 
Moo-Tue at 7:15. 9. 
The .. avaoator 
.line 6-10 
Wed-fr! al 7, 9; 
Sat at 1, 7, 9 ; 




All times through Thursday: call ahead 
for Friday's changes 
Hurrt for"" Octo_ (PGI 
Mon-Thu aJ 8; SaI-5un at 6:45, 9 :15: 
-.,d mat at 12:45, 3:50 
.... c .............. CRI 
7:15. 9:15. weekend mats at 1:15. 3:15 
Driving lila. D.Io, (PGI 
7-15 9 '1S weekend mal. at 1.1 5.3:1 5 
. Er,M.t c ... to Jail (PQ·t3) 
7 9 weekend mall at 1. 3 , c.-.zy Paopla till 
7:15. 9 :1 5, weekend mataat 1:15, 3 :15 
Evening Star 
Tontine Mall ,~un&Wlck 
729-5486 
_tty Wom.n CRI 
7, 9:IS (through May 31) 
Roger & Me is a movie about the effect 
General Motors' plant closings had on 
Flint, Mich. The movie doesn't try to 
persuade you that GM sucks. It starts 
with the assumption that audience 
knows the tragedy that followed GM's 
decision to move its plants to MeXICO. 
"Roger & Me' is a movie for peopl.e who 
don'l believe corporate Amenca IS 
economically just anyway. The story 
isn't funny, but the movie is. Director 
Michael Moore and his crew become 
the comedians in their absurd pursuit 
of Roger Smith, GM's chairman of the 
board. Moore's three-year attempt to 
meet Smith face to face is the plot 
contrived 10 make the doc~mentary 
look like a feature with Moore in the 
leading role. Awakening from the 
American Dream is only a tr<\gedy If 
you believed in it in the firsl place. 
Short Time Dabney Coleman and Terri 
Garr star in this cop comedy about a 
policeman who thinks he has a fatal 
disease and tries to get himself killed In 
the line of duty so his family can collect. 
Total Recall Amold Schwarzenegger 
is the big attraction in Paul Vemo-
even's ('Robocop' and 'The Fourth 
Man' ) futuristic tale, which promises to 




Chlel Commander Ebe_arObey 
with his 16-piece Nigerian JUJu Or-
chestra (Afro-poP) 9 pm, Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8187. 
U The Man (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown 
St Portland. 772-7891 . 
Th~'Waiters (rock) Horsefeather's, 193 
Middle St. , Portland. 773-3501 . 
Tonto's Big Idea (rock) Old Port 
Tavem, 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-
0444. 
The Sense (rock) Moose Alley , 46 
Market St. , Portland. 774-5246. 
Fried Bologna (improv comedy) Uttle 
Willie's, 36 Market St. , Portland. 773-
4500. 
The Look (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 
700 Main St. , S. Portland. 775-5642. 
Carol and the Charmers (rock) 
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., 
Portland. 767-4627 . 
FRIDAY 0.1 
Boiled In Leild (Celtic punk) 9 pm, 
Raoul's , 865 Forest Ave., PorUand. 
773-6886. 
Treehouse (rock) Dry Dock, B4 Com-
mercial St. , Portland. 774-3550. 
Tonto's Big Idea (rock) Old Port 
Tavern, 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-
0444. 
The Sense (rock) Moose Alley , 46 
Market St. , Portland. 774-5246. 
High Ryder(rock)T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd, 
Portland. 773-8040. . . . , 
David Libby Trio Gazz) Uttle Willie s, 
36 Market St. , Portland. 773-4500. 
The Navigator: An Odyssey 
Across Time A nine-year old seer 
leads a small band of people from a 
14th-cenlury English mining Vllla~e 
through time to the 20th century In 
order to escape the approaching BI.ack 
Plague. Beautiful black andwhlte. ane-
matography, creating a feeling of Isol.a-
tion in northem England, contrasts With 
dazzling color of the 20th. century . The 
film gives us an uncanny Interpretallon 
of modem times. 
Portland Museum of Art 
Con~,!j"are 
The Look (rock) Spirils al the Manor, 
700 Main St., S. Portland. 775-5642. 
Split 50 (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett SI., Portland. 767-4627. 775-61048 
The ... It ... Fak:on 
May 31, 7 pm 
Admulon Is $3.50. 
Boston Comedy Co, (comedy) Aqua 
Lounge,ShortSands, York Beach. 363-
7578. 
Dan Crilry comes to Portlilnd for an up-close performance. 
Guitar picker's choice 
Bluegrass powerhouse Dan 
Crary headlines the Buckdancer' s 
Choice resurrection concert on 
Saturday, June 2. Opening for Mr. 
Crary will be Portsmouth guitar 
wizard and National Fingerpick-
ing Champion Harvey Reid, The 
show starts at 8 p .m. and tickets 
are $12.50. 
Bluegrass fans will recognize 
Dan Crary as one of the original 
forces in modem bluegrass mu-
sic. Crary singlehandedly estab-
lished the acoustic guitar as a 
solo/melody instrument while 
playing with the Bluegrass Alli-
ancein the early '60s. Crary has a 
supple, powerful wrist and a solid 
sense of melody, a combination 
which regularly produces breath-
taking solos. They don't call him 
" Scary Crary" for nothing. 
Harvey Reid presents his au-
dience with a montage of styles 
and influences ranging from Bach 
to blues to Leo Kottke, as well as 
a decp repertoireoforiginal tunes 
- all played with grace and au-
thority. Music writers tend to 
bracket Harvey with the names 
of every other fingerstyle guitar-
istin the western world. Presuma-
bly this describes Harvey for 
people who haven' t heard him. 
[doubt it. Harvey Reid has his 
own sound - a damn good sound. 
Go; listen. You' ll be amazed . 
SATURDAY 0.2 
Pluck Theatre and The Mies (rock) 
Geno's, 13 Brown St. , Portland. 772-
7891 
Mister Mojo'. Big Night 0' Blues 
(blues)9 pm, Raoul's, 86S ForestAve., 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Barry Arvin Young Band, DT Sel· 
zure and Twisted Roots (rock) 
Dry Dock, B4 Commercial St. , Port-
land. 774-3550. 
The Sense (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St., Portland. 774-5246. 
Tonto's Big Idea (rock) Old Port 
Tavern, 11 Moulton S1. , Portland. 774-
0444 
Steve Blum Gazz guitanst) Saturdays, 
10 pm . Cafe No, 30 Danforth S1. , 
Portland. 
David Libby Trio Gazz) Little Willie's, 
36 Market S1., Portland. 773-4500. 
The Look (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 
700 Main S1. , S. Portland. 77(;-5642. 
Split 50 (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St. , Portland. 767-4627. 
Kool and the Gang (pop) 9 pm, Club 
Casino, Hampton Beach N.H. TICkets 
are $1 8.50. For more information, 603-
926-4300. 
SUNDAY 0.3 
David Rope (classical guitar) during 
Sunday brunch, 10 am-3 pm at Cafe 
No, 30 Danforth St., Portland. 
Lazy Lightning (acoustic) 4 pm, Gritty 
McDuff's, 396 Fore S1., Portland. 773-
4500. 
Acoustic Blues .Jam (blues) 7 pm, 
Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean S1. , S. Port-
land. 767-7119. 
Brian .Johnson (acoustic) Squire Mor-
gan's, 46 Market St. , Portland. 774-
5246. 
Chance Langton and A Couple 01 
Skirts (comedy) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
From Good Homes (rock) Old Port 
Tavem, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-
0444. 
Danl Tribesmen (reggae) 9 pm, 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 
773-6886. 
The concert will be held in the 
new and (sort of) improved Buck-
dancer's Choice, now located at 
Union Station Plaza on St. John 
Street. Buckdancer's Choice was 
more-or-Iess burned out of their 
State Street location of auld lang 
syne, and the new store-cum-
instrumental showcase repre-
sents a new era - and a much-
needed new venue - in Portland 
music. 
While the $12.!iO ticket price 
may seem at first seem a bit pro· 
hibitive, consider that due to the 
store's size no one will be further 
than 50 feet from the stage. This 
will facilitate lifting licks from 
these formidable guitarists, a vast 
improvement over Raoul's, the 
only other venue in the city, 
where everyone arriving after 7 
for a 9 o'clock show has to imag-
ine what the artist is doing with 
his or her hands. 
(Note: Phineas Martin is to be 
commended for not taking the 
insurance money to Venezuela 
andspendingit in ravenous ruin . 
Portland needs a placewhereone 
can fondle/ and or dandle a fine 
aroustic instrument. And the 
addition of another acoustic/ 
eclectic venue is very welcome 
after the demise of the Trcc Cafe. 
Thank you Mr. Martin!) 
W.D. Cutlip 
MONDAY 0.4 
Musician .Jam Session 8 pm, 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., PorUand. 
773-6886. 
From Good Hom .. (rock) Old Port 
Tavem, 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-
0444. 
TUESDAY 0.5 
Ferrell, Rafkin, Shone (improv 
comedy) Little Willie's, 36 Market St. , 
Portland. 773-4500. 
Mike Martineau (comedy) Moose 
Alley, 46 Market S1. , Portland. 774-
5246. 
Dan Tonini (acoustic) Gritty McDuff's, 
396 Fore St., Portland. 773-4500. 
The London Quire Boys (rock) T-
Birds, 126N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040. 
U The Man (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444 
WEDNESDAY 0.0 
Nevada Beach and The Tolz (rock) 
T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-
8040. 
U The Man (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St., Portland 774-0444. 
Red Light Revue (r&b) Raoul's, 865 
Forest Ave., Portland 773-6886. 
Gary Wittner Trio Gazz) Little Wil -
lie's, 36 MarketSt. , Portland. 773-4500. 
DANCING 
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Fri : Post 
Modern - all ages; Sal: latest dance 
music; Sun ' request night; Tue : Hip 
House -all ages; Wed: Wortdbeat Night. 
773-8187. 
The Moon, 425 Fore SI. , Portland. 
Open nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 
am. No cover. 871-<>663. 
Salutes, 20 Milk St., Portland. Open 
nighUy until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
Bounty, 200 Riverside SI. , Portland. 





Kate Katzberg and Steve Snyder 
(folk) 8 pm, Curtis Little Theater, The 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington 
SI., Bath. Tickets are $61$8. For more 
information, call 729-3185. 
SATURDAY 0.2 
Dan Crary and Harvey Reid (blue-
grass) 8 pm, Buckdancer's Choice, 
Union Station Plaza, 270 St. John St., 
Portland. TlCketsare$12.50. Free work-
shop 3-5 pm. For more information , 
call 774-2219. 
Festival of Traditional Sea Music 
Mini-concerts, workshops and demon-
strations of shipboard instruments 10 
am-4 pm at the Maine Marilime Mu-
seum, 243 Washington St., Bath. Per-
formers include Stan Hugill (Wales), 
Tony Davis (England), Tom Lewis 
(NovaScotia), Jerry ElIyant, Ellen Cohn, 
Forebitter, William Pint & Felicia Dale, 
Dick Swain, John Townly, Bob Webb 
(USA). Free with museum admission , 
Evening concert at 8 pm of all festival 
performers al8 pm. Tickets are $8. For 
more information, call 443-1316. 
SUNDAY 0.3 
Festival 01 Traditional Sea Music 
Mini-concerts, workshops and demon-
strations of shipboard instruments 10 
am-4 pm at the Maine Maritime Mu-
seum, 243 Washington SI. , Bath. See 
June 2. For more information, call 443-
1316. 
UPCOMING 
Portland String Quartet (classical) 
Works by Ravel, Beethoven and Mozart 
will be performed June 7, 7:30 pm in 
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arls Center, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Freetlck-
ets are available at the Evenls Office, 
Moulton Union . For more information, 
call 725-3151 
Cheryl Wheeler (folk) June 8, 8 pm, 
Center for the Arts at the Chocolate 
Church, 804 Washinglon St. , Bath. For 
ticket information, call 442-8455. 
Old Time Radio Gang (country) June 
8, 8 pm, Heffernan Center, Saint Jo-
seph's College, Windham. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion , call 892-6766 ext. 456. 
Stars Come Out for AIDS Concert 
to benefit the Maine Health Foundalion 
and people living with AIDS in Maine 
featuring Adam AnI, Laura Branigan, 
Partners in Kryme with the Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles, Perfect Gentle-
man , D-Bob, Sweel Sensation , Louie 
Louie, The Walkers, Judo Cole and Go 
West. Concert IS June 8, 7:30 pm at the 
Cumberland County Civic Center, 
Portland. Tickets are $14 and $18, 
available at the Civic Center Box Of-
fice, TIcketron and Teletron. 
STAGE 
Laughing Wild Christopher Durang's 
comedy about a WOUld-be opera singer 
and a New-Age junkie in New York City 
performed by Mad Horse Theatre Com-
pany through June 17 at Mad Horse 
Theater, 955 Forest Ave., Portland. 
Performances are Thu-8al at 8 pm, 
Sun at 7 pm. Ticket prices range from 
$10-$14. For more information, call 
797-3338 . 
Sweeney Todd Stephen Sondheim's 
musical about a barber gone berserk 
through June 16 by The Portland Play-
ers at 420 CoCtage Rd., South Port-
land. Performances are Fri-Sat at 8 
pm, Sunday at 7 (except May 27 at 
2:30 pm). For more information, call 
799-7337. 
Murder at Howard .Johnsons Ac-
lors ThealTe of Maine presents this 
comedy May 31 , June 2, 4, 5 at the 
Ogunquit Square Theater. For more 
information, call 656-5151 . 
cantinued on page 16 
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C L U 
m:it .. r:::I:rtr~i y No other radio 
station in Portland offers you 
the variety of talk programs available 
on WGAN, From 9:05am to 4pm and 
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and 
around the clock on the weekends, 
we explore everything from where to 
plant an herb garden to where to in-
vest for retirement. And throughout 
theday, the WGAN news team breaks 
the stories that become the next day's 
headlines, Want the best news and 
infonnation? There'sonlyoncchoice, 
But you probably know that already. 
Portland's NewsfTalk Stat jon 





They're not afraid to use natural gas, 
Northern 
Utlhties 
Wann up tn natural gas. 
Restaurant and Tavern 
• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! • 
Luncheon Specials Every Day! 
Friday, June 1 Saturday, June 2 
TREEHOUSE 











OLD PORT FESTIVAL 
ON SUNDAY • BROKEN !l~OK,9..H MEN .. ~ • 
Happy Hour 4-6 Mon.-Fri. 
on the waterfront 
in the Old Port 
84 Commercial Street 
Portland, ME • 77 4-3550 
Laughing wild 
(amidst severest woe) 
Playwright Christopher depending whether you're com-
ing or going), Mad Horse is de-
buting its new Second Stage 
space. It's a small room set aside 
for courageous ex ploration and / 
or experimental theater "about 
as far to the west," according to 
Artistic Director Michael Rafkin, 
as Mad Horse is going to get. 
Durang is a lapsed Catholic with 
an ax to grind, sharpen, and wield 
against the church. He also under-
stands, being a lapsed Catholic, 
the self-guilt and reprimands we 
heap on ourselves. He plays out 
that guilt by creating wonky 
characters who burst with manic 
energy, then tremble with wist-
ful sadness. Durans's plays are 
like naughty schoolboy escapes 
into the neurotic caverns of the 
human soul, and "Laughing 
Wild" is no exception. But com-
pared to the histrionics of some 
of his other works, such as "Sister 
Mary Ignatious Explains It All 
for You," and "Baby With the 
Bathwater," "Laughing Wild" is 
downright mellow. 
"Beirut" by Alan Browne is a 
graphic one-act depicting a soci-
ety 20 minutes into the future, 
when a sexual plague has con-
sumed the world. The afflicted 
are tattooed with a "P" on a but-
tock cheek and forced into a 
segregated section of the city to 
die, or wait for signs of death. 
(Hence, the name Beirut - a war 
zone). A death sentence also 
awaits negatives caught associ-
ating with the positives. No one 
is allowed to have sex and babies 
are grown in a petri dish. 
"Laughing Wild" is Mad 
Horse's season finale, and it's 
great. Directed by Michael Rafkin, 
starring Cynthia Barnett as She 
and Kevin Shone as He, "laugh-
ing Wild" is filled with brave 
attempts by its characters to love 
and forgive themselves while 
learning to empathize with oth-
ers. The first act contains mono-
logues that could be deadly -
people can overplay Durang. But 
Barnettisa wonderfuIactress who 
is always a joy to watch, and 
Durang'scraziness, while evident 
in Barnett's character, is mixed 
well with tenderness and a long-
ing to belong. Barnett's She asks 
questions out loud that many of 
us ask ourselves on a bad day. 
Kevin Shone as He is as un-
derstated as Barnett is vigorous. 
He calmly begins talking to the 
audience as his New Age charac-
terdeterioratesinto a regular guy 
with normal hostilities. Shone's 
quiet charm elicits little chuckles 
that quickly turn to guffaws, and 
he handles well a moving bit on 
God, the angel Gabriel, and the 
creation of AIDS. 
"Laughing Wild" is a joy to 
watch. It also brings comfort to 
those who think that everyone 
else has it all figured out. Evi-
dently not, according to Durang. 
But that's OK. Keep trying. Just 
breathe ... In ... Out ... 
In the lobby to the left (or right, 
ccmtin.ad from page 16 
STAGE 
Audition of ''The Hobbit" Auditions 
for adults June 5-6. 7-9 pm at the Wind-
ham Community Center. Show dates 
for the musical version of J.R.R. 
Tolkein's 'The Hobbit· are July 26-28. 
Aug 2-4. For more information. call 
774-7926 or 892-3052. 
Ca.co Bay Vaudeville Fe.tlval 
Performers from allover New Engfand 
present a show of comedy. storytelling. 
mime, magic, juggling and more June 
1. 7:30 pm in Luther Bonney Audito-
rium. USM Portland and June 2. 8 pm 
at Greenwood Gardens Theater. Peaks 
Island. Tickets are $7 for the Portland 
performance. $S for Peaks Island per-
formance. For more information, call 
766-2064. 
Live Act. Dance and theater concert 
by Berg. Jones and Sarvis with special 
guests Beau Jest Moving Theater 
present three performances of dance 
and theater June 7-8. 8 pm at the 
Portland Performing Arts Center. 25A 
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $6 
for thursday's show. $81$10 for Fr~ 
day-Saturday. For more information. 
call 774-0465. 
Auditions for ''I..a Cage Aux Fol· 
1_" Portland Players are holding 
auditions for the opening musical of the 
1990-91 season June 4-7 at 7 pm. 
Adults of all ages are needed. Perform-
ance dates are weekends Oct 5-28. 
For more information, call 799-7337. 
A negative, played by Laura 
Jones, is in love with a positive, 
(Randy Aromando). She slips 
into Beirut to be with him, will-
ing to die by making love. Death, 
she states, is being alive without 
love and passion. He tries to talk 
her out of what he knows is sui-
cide, while she argues for life as 
she feels it should be lived. It's 
like Romeo and Juliet in a world 
gone berserk. 
The little space where Beirut 
is performed has been trans-
formed into what looks like a 
post-modern M-TV video set, 
withdim Iights and red and black 
plastic backing. Mad Horse 
memberTonyOwenhasdirected 
Beirut with unselfconscious sen-
sitivity. Actors Jones and Am-
mando turn in fearless perform-
ances as the lovers, while Chris-
topher Horton makes a brief, but 
memorable cameo appearance. 
This could not have been an easy 
play to perform, but the dignity 
of love and passion remain long 
after the lights have faded. 
"Beirut" is not for the timid, 
but unless you were grown in a 
petri dish, it's important. 
"Laughing Wild" continues 
through June 17, while "Beirut" 
runs until June 3. Call 797-3338 




Thome. Memorial Library. 6 Scott 
Dyer. Cape Elizabeth. Abstract paint-
ings and drawings by Lauri Twitchell 
May 28-July 6. Opening reception May 
31 . 6-8 pm. 799-1720. 
Art Callery at Six Deering Street, 
Portland. Painting iQ pastels by TImo-
thy Parks through June. Opening re-
ception June 1.6-9 pm. Open House to 
visit with the artist June 2. 11 am-5 pm. 
Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm through 
June 16; by chance or appointment 
thereafter. 772-9605. 
Aucocl.co Nurserle •• 13 Memorial 
Hwy, North Yarmouth. 'Sculpture for 
the Garden: an outdoor exhibit of origi-
nal works in marble. granite. bronze. 
steel and terra-cotta by Use Becu. 
Melita Westerland Brecher. Edwin 
Gamble. S. Undsay. Lin Usberger. 
Cabot Lyford. Roy Patterson and 
Sharon Townsend June 1-30. Open-
ing reception June 1, 5-7 pm. 829-
3211. 
Clio, 59 Main St.. Belfast. Works by Lori 
Austill May 25-July 1. Opening recep-
tionJune 1. 4-8 pm. Hours: Tue-Sun 10 
am-6 pm. 338-6022. 
Old Orcherd Beach Art Gallery. 5 
Portland Ave. (behind town hall). Old 
Orchard Beach. Paintings by Frieda 
Lundberg through June. Opening re-
ception June 2. 1-4 pm. Hours: Sat-
Sun 1-4 pm. 
Evans Callery. 7 Pleasant St.. Port-
land. 'Mediterranean Color,· photo-
graphs by Jeffrey Becom June 5-July 
14. Opening reception and booksigning 
June 5. 5-7 pm. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-
6 pm. Sat 11 am-5 pm. 879-0042. 
The Bake". Dozen Group Show at 
the Seamen's Club and the Baker's 
Table Restaurant in the Old Port. Port-
land. Artists included in the show in-
clude: Ruth Bowman. painter; David 
Busch. pholographer; Joyce Dolley. 
painter; Frank Gilpatrick, photographer; 
Jill Goldman. photographer; Suzanne 
Knecht. painter; Peter Munro. photog-
rapher; Bonny Nason. pai nter and print-
maker; Paul Plant. painter; Wesley 
Freeze Jr .• painter and draftsperson . 
Lauren Zust, painter; Louise Fried/. 
painter and draftsperson; Susan Berry. 
printmaker and draftsperson. Exhibit 
hangs from June I-July 15. Opening 
recpetion June 6. 5-7 pm. For more 
information. call 775-1514 or write 
AA.V., 10 Pine St.. Portland. 04102. 
AAEA Gallery. Campus Center. 
Bedford Street. USM Portland. ·Off 
Shore,' photographs by Maggie Foskett 
May 31-Aug 10. Reception June 7. 5-7 
pm. Hours: Mon-Sat 12-5 pm. Sun 12-
5 pm. 780-4090. 
The Chocolate Church Art Cal. 
lery. 804 Washington St.. Bath. Sum-
mer juried show of paintings. sculp-
ture. prints and drawings June 1-30. 
Opening reception June 8, 5-7 pm. 
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm. Sat 12-4 
pm. 442-8455. 
Icon Contemporary Art. 19 Mason 
St. . Brunswick. Works by sculptor Tom 
Chapin and weaver Morris David 
Dorenfeld June 8-July 5. Opening re-
ceptionJune8.5-7 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 
1-5 pm, Sat-Sun by chance or appoint-
ment. For more information. call 725-
8157. 
AROUND TOWN 
Portlend Museum of Art Seven Con-
gress Square. Portland. Hours: Tue-
Sat, 10-5; Sun. 12-5; Free on Thursday 
evenings. 5-9. 'French Impressionism 
and Beyond: The Scott M. Black Col-
lection' (through July 29); 'Urban Vi-
sions: Images by Ashcan School Paint-
ers' (through Aug 26); 'Americans at 
Home and Abroad: Watercolors and 
Prints by Childe Hassam. Maurice 
Prendergast, James McNeill Whistler 
and John Singer Sargenr (through July 
8); 'Perspectives: Harriet Matthews,' 
exhibitof large steel sculptures (through 
July 8); 'Artful Deception : The Craft of 
the Forger: exhibition of forgeries. 
comparative works that are genuine 
and works whose authenticity is in 
question (through July 1 );'FrankStella: 
The Circuit Prints,' mixed-media prints 
(through Aug 5) . 775-6148. 
Abacus Gallery. 44 Exchange St., 
Portland. Fine jewelry and American 
crafts. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm. 
Sun 12-5 pm. 772-4880. 
Barrldott Gallerle • . 26 Free St. . Port-
land. Recent work by Jeff Kellar and 
Paul Maddrell through June 2. Paint-
ings by George Burk and RichardWilsin 
June 7-30. Also a selection of 19th and 
early 20th-century American paintings. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-5 pm. 772-5011. 
Bayview Callery. 75 Market St.. Port-
land. Florals and stililifes in oil by Mary 
Towne Jagua and new paintings by 
Wendy Newcomb June 2-30. Formore 
information. call 773-3007. 
Dean Velentp. Gallery, 60 Hamp-
shire St., Portland. ·Between Dimen-
sions.' works by five artists who com-
bine methods and materials of both 
painting and sculpture: Johannes Gi-
rardoni, Betsy Meyer. Dean Nimmer, 
Duane Paluska and Greg Parker. 
Exhibit continues through June 3. 
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm. Sat-Sun 12-5 pm. 
and by appointment. 772-2042. 
Dlmora. 26 Exchange St.. Portland. Oil 
paintings. watercolors and pastels by 
Jenepher Burton and Dana Hooper 
through June 15. 775-7049. 
Evans Gallery. 7 Pleasant St.. Port-
land. "The Pleasure of BeinglThe Pleas-
ure of Seeing,' color photographs from 
Provence and Cote d'Azur, France. 
1987-89 by RobertS. Richfield through 
June 2. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm. 
Sat 11-5 pm. 879-0042. 
F.O. Bailey. 137-141 Middle St.. Port-
land. Works by Maine artists. Hours: 
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm. Sat 10 am-4 pm. 
774-1479. 
Creenhut Gallerle •. 146 Middle St., 
Portland. Oils of the Maine countryside 
by Glenn Renell through June 15. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 
772-2693. 
Mad Horse Theatre. 955 ForestAve .. 
Portland. Yvonne Janks Kellogg ex-
hibiting painted wood reliefs through 
June 15. 767-4117. 
Maine Potters Market. 376 Fore 
St. Portland. Porcelain and slip deco-
rated redware by Chris Peck June 4-
17. Hours: daily 10 am-6 pm. 774-
1633. 
Nancy Margoll. Gallery. 367 Fore 
St., Portland. "Botanical Glass Forms" 
by Cam Langkey. "Ceramic Dwellings· 
by Martha Erickson and ·Vessel Forms" 
by Michael Nordstrom through June. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm, Sun 12-
4 pm. 775-3822. 
Pay.on Callery of Art. Westbrook 
College. 716 Stevens Ave .• Portland. 
The Permanent ColieClion and Se-
lected Loans through Sep 9. Hours: 
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9). Sat-
Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546. 
Portland Public Libnlry. Five Monu-
ment Square. Portland. 'Beyond the 
Surface: Photographs by Emily Sper,' 
abstract Cibachrome prints by Port-
land photographer Emily Sper June 2-
29. Hours: Mon. Wed and Fri 9 am-6 
pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm. Sat 9 am-5 
pm. 871-1700. 
Stein Callery Contemporary 
Gla ... 20 Milk St.. Portland. "Glass 
works by Barry Entner· June 1-July 15. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5:3O pm; closed 
Tue and Sun. 772-9072. 
Weilln Gardiner Fine Art •. 4 112 
Milk St.. Portland. Fine 17th. 18th and 
19th century decorative prints with an 
emphasis on architectural. botanical, 
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: Tue-
Fri 10 am-5:3O pm. Sat 10 am-5 pm. 
774-1944. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bat_ College. Olin Arts Center. Le-
wiston. 'Dahlov lpear: The Seventies & 
Eighties,' 'Recent Donations,' works 
by Matisse, Braque. Gaugin. Cezanne 
and Picasso, and 'Children's Book il-
lustrations,' featuring the work of sev-
eral of Maine's best artists and writers. 
Both exhibits continue through Aug 26. 
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm. Sun 1-5 
pm. 786-6158. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art. 
Brunswick. 'Charles Meyron: Etchings 
of Paris· (through June 17). ·Thornas 
Cornell Paintings: The Birth of Nature" 
(through July 8). Hours: Tue-Sat 10 
am-4 pm, Sun 2-5 pm through May 31; 
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm. Sun 2-5 pm after 
June 1. 725-3275. 
The Center for The Arts at the 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washing-
ton St. . Bath. Invitational exhibit of 
weaving. pottery. quilts and furniture 
through June 2. Hours: Tue-Fri. 10 am-
4 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 442-8455. 
Hobe Sound Callerle. North. 58 
Maine St., Brunswick. Watercolors by 
William Thon and sculptures by Cabot 
Lyford through June 9. Hours: Tue-Sat 
10 am-5 pm. 725-4191. 
Icon Contemporary Art. 19 Mason 
St.. Brunswick. Paintings and draw-
ings by Edwin Douglas through June 7. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 1-5 pm; weekends by 
chance or appointment. 442-8128 or 
725-8157. 
Maine Coa.t Artl.t •. Russell Ave-
nue, Rockport. Exhibit of 115 works by 
97 Maine artists are on exhibit June 3-
24 in Rockport. The exhibit will travel to 
the Barn Gallery in Ogunquit July 11-
Aug 5. For more information. call 236-
2875. 
Omelette Shop. 111 Maine St.. Brun-
swick. ·Point of View,' watercolors by 
Edwin Gamble through June 7. 
Aenal ... nce Gallery. 296 Maine 
Ave .• Farmingdale. The Unique Im-
ages of Dan Merriam through July 11 . 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30 am-5:30 pm. Sat 
9:30 am-5 pm. 582-8255. 
York Institute Mu.eum. 371 Main 
51.. Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for 
the PermanentColiection·through mid-
Sep; 'Pants for Paintings· through mid-
Oct. Hours: Mon. Wed and Fri 1-4 pm. 
Thu 1-8 pm (also Sat 1-4 during July-
Aug ). 282-3031. 
OTHER 
Gallery 127 is going coop. All artists 
interested in making a financial and 
personal commitment in their own 
careers may contact Kathryn Begg at 
Gallery 127. 127 Middle 51.. Portland. 
For more information. call 773-3317. 
A New Direction In Ga. Station 
De.lgn? Slide presentation and 
awards ceremony forthe Gateway Gas 
Design Competition May 31. 7 pm at 
the Portland Performing Arts Center. 
25A Forest Ave.. Portland. Awards 
ceremony will be immediately followed 
by a reception and exhibit of all the 
entries at Thos. Moser Cabinetmak-
ers. 415 Cumberland Ave .. Portland. 
Both events are free and open to the 
public. For more information. call Theo 
Holtwijk at 772-3846. 
Portland School of Art Continuing 
Studies Summer Session Drawing. 
painting. sculpture. photography. 
movement workshop for visual artists. 
·Taoism. Zen and the Maine Woods," 
·Write Now: 'Commission Work for 
Artists' and "Journals: A Look at a New 
Diary: For more information, call 775-
3052. 
Maine Student Film and Video 
F_tival sponsored by the Maine 
Alliance of Media Arts screens ani-
mated. dramatic. documentary films 
by the finalists in a video competition 
that was open to Maine residents under 
the age 19. Screening is June 2. 1 pm 
at the Portland Museum of Art. Con-
gress Square. Portland. Screening free 
with museum admission. For more 
information. call 775-6148. 
Art Tour Tour of the Bowdoin College 
Museum of Art June 2. 2 pm at the 
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College. 
Brunswick. Free and open to L~e pub-
lic. For more information. call 725-3275. 
.Japane.e Flower Arranging Tet-
suko Toyoda. a member of the Japan 
America Society of Maine, offers a 
demonstration of Japanese Hower ar-
ranging June 3. 1 and 3 pm at the 
Maine Potters Marke~ 376 Fore St.. 
Portland. Japanese flower arranging. 
or Ikebana. demonstrates the beauty 
and grace exemplified in Japanese 
floral art. The event is free and open to 
the public. For more information. call 
774-4014. 
Drawing-Painting Work.hop Two-
week session to work in choice of 
medium June 4-15. Mon-Fri 9 am-2 
pm. Meetings consist of 3-4 hours of 
work followed by a daily collective cri-
tique. Bring drawing/painting supplies. 
samples of work to develop and a bag 
lunch to first meeting. Costis $150. For 
more information. call 878-2276. 
The State Criticism Michael Kim-
melman. chief art critic for The New 
York TImes. speaks June 5, 7:30 pm at 
the Portland Museum of Art. Congress 
Square. Lecture is $4 for museum 
members. $6 for non-members. Seat-
ing is limited. TIckets go on sale at 7 
p.m. For more information. call 775-
6148. 
.Jurled Art Exhibit at The Center For 
The Arts at the Chocolate Church. 804 
Washington 51. Bath. Entries for the 
exhibit of all media except photogra-
phy should be submitted June 5. 10 
am-4 pm. All paintings must be ready 
lor hanging and all works must be for 
sale. A maximum of two entries may be 
submitted. There is no charge for 
members of The Center for The Arts. 
Non-members are charged $5 for one 
entry. $8 for two. For /nore information. 
call 442-8455. 
Beyond the Surface: Photographs 
by Emily Sper PorUand photogra-
pher Emily Sper presents a slide show 
of her abstract Cibachrome prints June 
5. 7:30 pm at Portland Public Ubrary. 
Five Monument Square. Portland. For 
more information. call 871-1700. 
Frank Stella: The Circuit. Print. 
Gallery talks on the exhibit will be given 
June 6. 13. 20 and 27 at 12:30 pm, 
June 7. 14.21 and28at5:15 pm at the 
Portland Museum of Art. Congress 
Square, Portland. Gallery talks are free 
with museum admission. For more in-
formation. call 775-6148. 
Searching for Material Fonn Multi-
media artist Joan Braun will show slides 
of her installations and discuss how 
artist arrive at their media and how their 
choice shapes their message June 8. 
7:30 pm at the Maine Writers Center. 
190 Mason 51.. Brunswick. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion. call 729-6333. 
SENSE 
Personal Landscape.: Nature In 
the Art of Glbeon Elden Bradbury 
Lecture by Kerry O'Brien looks at 
Bradbury's paintings and diaries and 
discusses how his art was a response 
to the radically changing landscape of 
late 19th century Maine. May 31.7:30 
pm in the Deering Wing of the Dyer 
Library. 371 Main St., Saco. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion, call 282-3031. 
The Soviet Ambassador and 
Ea.tem Europe Anders Thunborg. 
Swedish Ambassador to the US and 
former Ambassador to the USSR. 
speaks on the USSR, its neighboring 
countries and recent changes in the 
region May 31. 7:30 pm in the Rines 
Meeting Room of the PorUand Public 
Library. Five Monument Square. Port-
land. For more information. call 871-
1700 ext. 758. 
The Personal Book Two-day crafts 
workshop on papermaking. bookmak-
ing June 2-3. 1-4 pm at Richard Lee's 
studio. 76 Maine St., (third floor). Brun-
swick. Cost is $55 for MWPA mem-
bers. $65 for others. For more informa-
tion, call 721 -0678. 
Introduction to Sc,.enwrltlng 
Screenwriter and novelist Mike Kim-
ball teaches a workshop on the format 
and devices of screenplays June 2. 10 
am-3 pm at the Maine Writers Center. 
19 Mason 51.. Brunswick. For more in-
formation, call 729-6333. 
Peace Brigade. of Guatemela 
Jennie Roitman will share her experi-
ences from a year of accompanying a 
threatened human rights leader in Gua-
temala June 4. 7 pm at the Immanuel 
BaptistChurch, 156 High St., Portland 
Roitman will show slides of her work for 
Peace Brigades International and give 
a general analysis of the current situ-
ation. For more information. call PAU-
SICA at 773-7873. 
contin.ad on page 18 
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DISAGREE? 
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Giant Sand lAmes. Narrated Coach Tours· Nature Trails· Sand Artist 
1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting. Gift Shop. Store 
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95. Desert Rd .• Dept. V· Freeport 04032 
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Portland Players Theatre 
420 Cottage Road 
South Portland, Maine 
Auditions for LA CAGE AUX FOLLES 
OPENING MUSICAL FOR 1990-1991 SEASON! 
This advertisement 
compliments of 
Citibank (Maine), N.A. 
June 4, June 5, June 6 at 7:00 p.m. 
Adults of all ages - Men AND Women 
Periormance dates e WEEKENDS OCT. 5 to OCT. 28 
iNOlllonv AUDITION I iNOIllOnv AUDITION I iNOIlIOnV 
PRESENTS 




Shop In Save Plaza, South 
SATURDAY, JUNE 9 
AT 11 AM 
AUDITION I 
Come meet Laura Branigan and hear her latest 
Recording on Atlantic Records, Tapes & CD's! 
She'll also be appearing in concert at the 
G98 Maine Event Concert - Friday June 3 at the CCCC - Tilt on sale nowl 
R E M E M B E R• All new release CD's are ALWAYS $1 0.99! • All new release Cassettes are ALWAYS $6.99! 
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:30 AM-9:30PM, SUNDAY 10AM-6PM 
Shop 'n Save Plaza, 415 Philbrook Avenue, Maine Mall, South Portland 
(207) 761-9063 • FAX (207) 761-9452 
r 




Legendary Jazz. Guitarist 
STEVE BLUM 
from TEN 'TIL WHEN 
$2 cover per set 
20 danforth street 772-8114 
THURSDAY MAY 31 
HIGH 
RYDER 
Doors Open at 7 
FRIDAY JUNE 1 
THANK MGX 
IT'S FRIDAY 
93¢ Molson 4-7 
Dancing to the 
50's & 60's All Night 
SATURDAY JUNE 2 
50's & 60's 
ROCK ON 
Doors open at 7 




King Cadillac & The Eldorado Horns 
May 30 Raoul's Dance Party 
May 31 Summer Kick -Off Bash, Nt GooIbm, OOB 
June 1&:31r. Goodbars OOB 
June 6 Waynflcte School, private party 
June 8 WMGX Noontime Concert, Mon_~, 
... Eve, Framingham MA, private party 
, June 9 Aft 12-4 private party 
I Black Cat BaU, Sonesta Hotel 
June 13 Raoul's Dance Party 
June 15 Maine Med, ,private party 
June 1611:3()'1 Fort WiliiamsFarrulyFunIlly,a. 
3:30-7:30 Augusta, private parry 
Eve, Concert wI Joe HOUlton al bJuj'l 
Every Wednaday Nishc IS Luiic:.s Night 1[ Raoul', with 
the Red lIghl Revue ladies AdDllaed Free! 
Now hooking weddings <lnd corporate 
parties for spring a: summer. 
CALL 883-2802 




"A Couple of Skirts" 
Doors open al 7. Showllme 8:30 
TUESDAY JUNE 5 
THE LONDON QUIRE 
BOYS 
Hit Song: 7 O'Clock 
TICKETS: 
$7.50 advance, $9.00 door 
Doors open at 8:00 
Tickets available at 
T·Binis & The Record Exchange 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 6 
NEVADA BEACH 
AND THE TOIl 
126 North Boyd Street 
Portland, Maine 
773-8040 
Dean Nimmer's "Alt.r," metal on wood. 
Between painting and sculpture 
There is a gap between paint-
ing and sculpture that Dean 
Velentgas attempts to bridge with 
his current show "Between Di-
mensions," Five artists, three 
from Maine and two from away, 
test the area between the two art 
forms by combining painting and 
sculpture in a contemporary and 
abstract way. 
Dean Nimmer, Boston artist 
and frequent exhibitor at the Dean 
Velentgas Gallery, exhibits the 
most mature and consistent 
works in the show, In the top half 
of "Remembering Acts," a large 
vertical wallpiece, Nimmer hangs 
a painted canvas, In the lower 
half is an exposed metal sheet 
overlaid with arusted metal grate, 
The pattern of the grating is simi-
larly repeated on the canvas. The 
two halves of the piece interact 
with one another to create an 
interesting, symbolic reflection, 
The work of Portland artist 
Betsy Meyer reflects a depressed 
mood, but her work most suc-
cessfully keeps to the mission of 
the show. The unframed rectan-
gular painted canvas in "Un-
titled," 1988, is set far out from 
the wall and appears forceful and 
dynamic, Inside the confines of 
the canvas is a roughly textured 
black background bordered by 
two pieces of found wood, one 
painted and one natural. Extend-
ing across from the top of one 
board to the other is a small tree 
branch. Thepieceis not concerned 
with subject matter as much as a 
sculptural presence, 
Johannes Girardoni is a native 
New Yorker and 1989 graduate 
of Bowdoin College, His work is 
minimal and, at first glance, leaves 
the viewer a little cold, for rea-
sons even beyond the price, His 
two small works, uCommunion" 
and "Hope," combine the same 
elements, Hanging on the wall 
like a door or a window waiting 
continued {rum page 17 
SENSE 
Debat. for District 28 Stat. Rep-
,...ntatlve Seat Bob Philbrook and 
Fred Richardson meet June 4, 7:30 pm 
at the Neal Dow Memorial, 714 Con· 
gress St, Portland, Issues include 
housing, food, equal and fair treatment 
within the courts, clean air, water and 
uncontaminated food, handicapped 
and elderly care, health care, fair com-
pensation for labor, safe work place, 
quality education, and product and 
equipment safety, 
F ...... ort Democratic Town Com-
mltt_ Democratic candidates for 
Maine's First District Congressional 
Seat debate June 5, 7:30 pm in Free-
pon High School. Senator Nancy 
Randall Clark of Freeport will moder-
ate, For more information, call 865-
6599 
to be opened, the front half is 
covered with a colored wax, 
while the half that hangs on the 
wall is simply an exposed piece 
of wood, The smooth wax cover-
ing lends a sensual and attrac-
tive quality to the piece, while 
the exposed wood is warm but 
uninviting, I was stunned at first 
by the apparent lack of substance 
in these works, but the elements 
of Girardoni's pieces, similar to 
the work of Nimmer, playoff 
each other creating a strange and 
appealing juxtaposition, 
The fun and lighthearted 
work of Brunswick artist Duane 
Paluska is the most appealing, A 
furniture maker, former English 
professor, gallery owner and 
artist, he is a renaissance man in 
the true sense of the term, After a 
20-year hiatus from making art, 
Paluska has re-emerged with a 
body of work completed this 
winter that seeks to describe how 
form, texture and color can ex-
press symbolic meaning, In his 
works icons and images are read-
ily apparent: crosses, beacons and 
even guillotines, But "The Year 
of the Tomato" is his finest ac-
complishment. The title alone 
can't help but puta smile on your 
face, The square wooden piece 
painted bright green and red 
presents the tomato as a familiar 
image throughout society, some-
what like a cross, His worknceds 
polishing to be taken seriously, 
but the lively aspect is fun and 
refreshing, 
All the work in this show 
cannot be considered great art, 
but each artist works success-
fully within the confines of the 
theme, creating work that does, 
in fact, exist somewhere between 
painting and sculpture. Each 
individual style is different and 
each is worth noting before the 
show closes on June 3. 
Lesl ie Morison 
Consumer Culture Freeport Histori· 
cal society offers a lecture by Glenn 
Uminowicz on the beginnings of con-
sumer culture in the late 1800s June 6, 
7:30 pm at the Harrington House, 45 
Main St., Freeport, For more informa-
tion, call Freepon Historical Society at 
865-3170, 
Isreal: Achieving Peace, .. ustlce 
ancl Security Forum sponsored by 
the Maine Progressive June 6, 7 pm in 
303 Payson Smith Hall, USM Portland, 
Forum moderated by Burke Long from 
the Religion Department at Bowdoin, 
Panelists are Alexander Grab, assis· 
tant professor of history at University of 
Maine Orono, and attorney Richard 
Freyman from the Speakers Bureau of 
the Israeli Consulate in Boston, Ques· 
tion to be addressed include: What is 
the U,S.'s interest in the Middle East? 
Can Israel and Palestine coexist as 
nation·states? What do U,S, dollars in 
Israel accomplish? And what effect has 
the Palestinian uprising had on Israel? 
For more information, call 725-7675, 
The Second ShIft: On the "ob at 
Home and In the OffIce Discus-
sion on balancing home and work re-
sponsibilities June 7, 7: 15 pm in Rooms 
A, B and C olthe USM Portland Cam-
pus Center, Freeand open to the public, 
For more information, call 780-5455, 
MaIne Author Reception Guest 
author appearances (Rick Hautala, 
Ellen Kandoian, Margaret Dickson, 
Bruce McMillan and more), sales dis· 
plays and an open house at the Maine 
Women Writers Collection are among 
the events scheduled June 7, 5:30-
7:30 pm at Abplanalp Library, 
Westbrook College, Stevens Ave, 
Portland, Two book talks will be given: 
·Maine Children's and Young Adult 
Books and Authors· at 5:30 pm and 
·Recent Maine Adult Books" at 6 pm, 
Free and open to the public, For more 
information, call 871-1766, 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
Like golf? The Ben Hogan New Eng-
land Classic Golf Tournament is being 
held July 12-15 at the Woodlands Club 
in Falmouth, Hundreds of volunteers 
are needed to monitor registration, 
housing, hospitality, crowd control, 
scoring, communications and parking, 
All volunteers are required to purchase 
a Hogan tour hat and shirt for about 
$25, The tour will benefit the Pine Tree 
Society and WCBB, For more informa-
tion, call the Center for Voluntary Ac· 
tion at 874-1015, 
The Victoria Society of Maine is 
looking for volunteers to work in its 
central office, greet visitors at Victoria 
Mansion, and be trained as museum 
guides, Training sessions for volun-
teers are held June 13,20 and July 11 
at 10 am and 7 pm, For more informa· 
tion, call the Center for Voluntary Ac-
tion at 874-tOt5, 
The AIDS Project is looking for cooks 
to prepare lunch for the Project's 12-15 
patients and staff on Thursdays, Cas-
seroles and deserts can be delivered 
to their office at Monument Square on 
Thursday mornings, If you can provide 
food once a week, once a month or 
once every other month, it would be 
appreciated, For more information, call 
the Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015. 
CelebraUon Bam Theater is look-
ing for volunteers for its popular per-
formance series beginning June 29 
and continuing through volunteers, 
Volunteers are needed to work in the 
box olfice, with lights, sound, parking 
and posterdistribution, Volunteer train-
ing night is June 8, 7 pm, There will be 
a tour of the barn, training for the vari-
ous positions and a chance to sign up 
to work various performances, Volun-
teers return free tickets for perform· 
ances, Celebration Barn is located on 
Stockfarm Road, off Route I 17, South 
Pans, For more information, call 743-
6452, 
Students from France Nalec is 
seeking host families for 60 French 
students ages 13-18 and two teacher 
chaperones July 5-Aug 2, Students 
have hospital, medical and accident in· 
surance and bring a minimum of $200 
for personal expenses, All students 
have studied English far a few years 
and are coming to Maine to practice 
their English, For more information, 
call 772-4004 
HELP 
DIvorce PerapecUv .. meet every 
Wednesday at 7:30 pm at Woodfords 
Congregational Church, 202 
Woodfords St., Ponland, The purpose 
of the group is to help men and women 
who are in the process of a divorce, 
considering a divorce or separation 
from a relationship cope with the many 
adjustments of the difficu~ transition, 
For more information, call 774-HELP, 
OCD Support Group, For more infor· 
mation, call 774-8919, 
Wing. Support Groups Tuesdays, 
7·9 pm at 139 Ocean St. South Port-
land and Thursday, 7·9 pm at 11 Day 
St., Westbrook. For more information, 
call Gerrie Brown at 767-2010, 
Women Survivors Group meets 
weekly on Wednesday evenings in 
Portland, Free, For more information, 
call 773·8550, 
Outright Portland alliance of gay, les· 
bian, bisexual and questioning youth 
offers support and information foryoung 
people ages 22 and under in a safe 
environment. Write: OUTRIGHT, P,O, 
Box 5028, Station A, Portland, 04101 
or call 774-HELP, 
Parents Anonymous is a self·help 
group for parents who want to develop 
bener parenting skills and are seeking 
support and advice from other parents, 
Weekly meetings are on Tuesdays at 6 
pm or Wednesdays at 2 pm in Portland, 
Child care is provided, Meetings are 




Adult Health Screenings Commu-
nity Health Screenings is offering 
screenings for diabetes, anemia, col-
orectal cancer, high blood pressure 
and cholesterol level. Dates, times and 
places are as follows: June 5, 9:30· 
t I :30 am, Congress Street Plaza, 
Portland; June I 1,10 am-l pm, Safety 
Building, Chebeague Island; June 12, 
9 :30· I I :30 am, Oak Leaf Terrace, 
Freeport; June 14, 10 am-12 pm, Sal· 
vation Army, Cumberland Ave" Port-
land; June 20, 9:30-11:30 am, Com-
munity Building, Windham; June 25, 1-
3pm, town hall, Scarborough; June 27, 
9:30-1 1:30 am; St. Anne's Church, 
Gorham, For more information, call 
775-723 I ext. 551. 
Well Baby Clinics Community Health 
Services offers cli nics with dates, times 
and locations as follows : June 1,9 am· 
12 pm, Methodist Church, Gorham; 
June 12, 9 am-12 pm, Community 
Center, Windham, June 15,9 am-12 
pm, First Congregational Church, 
Scarborough/Cape Elizabeth; June 27, 
9 am-2 pm, Westbrook Warren Con-
gregational Church, Westbrook, For 
more information, call 775-7231. 
The Path 01 Herbs Pol Hermes leads 
a plant walk to identify wild edible and 
medicinal herbs June 2, I -4 pm at 
Crystal Spring Farms, Biddeford, Cost 
is $20, For more informabon, call 499-
7040, 
Health Scre.nings USM Lifeline is 
offering public cholesterol and blood 
pressure screenings June 5, 11 am-2 
pm and June 7, 5-8 pm at the USM 
Gym, Falmouth St., Portland, , Walk·in 
registrations accepted, For more infor· 
mation, call 780-4 170, 
The Chakra System Lecture and 
demonstration by Man Schoener June 
7,6:30-8:30 pm at Luther Bonney Au-
ditorium, USM Portland, The lecture 
will cover the Chakra System and its 
relationship to psychological and spiri-
tual growth, Cost is $5, For more infor· 
mation, call One of Hearts at871-0287 
or 766-5887, 
Full Moon Candlelight Medita· 
tions June 8, 9-1 I pm on Baxter 
Boulevard, Portland, Bring blankets and 
an open heart, For more information, 




Fresh Paint Brunswick art studio for 
kids ages 2· 12 begins six-week sum-
mer session June 4 and July 23, Open 
house May 31,2 pm at Fresh Paint, 1 
Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick, For more 
information, call 725-4983, 
Summer ReadIng Program at the 
South Portland Public Ubrary, 482 
Broadway, South Portland, Registra-
tion through June t 5, Program June 
18-Aug 10, For more information, call 
799-2204, 
The LIon, The Witch and The 
Wardrobe Actors Theater of Maine 
present C,S, Lewis' tale of a frozen 
land held captive by the wicked White 
Witch June 2 and 16 at lOam at the 
Ogunquit Square Theater, For more 
information, call 646-5151. 
Flicks For Kids every Saturday, 10:30 
am at the Portland Public Ubrary, Five 
Monument Square, Portland, Free and 
open to the public, For more informa-
tion, 871·1700, 
David Taylor performs a concert for 
children and others June 3, 3 pm at the 
Church of the Servant, 35 Lafayette 
St., Portland, Tickets are $2 for adults, 
$1 for children, free for kids under 3, 
Proceeds benefit the women's retreat 
scholarship fund, For more informa-
tion, call 761-1718 or 774·8578, 
Children's Museum of Maine 
Workshops "Living Tide Pool" June 
5, I I am-12 pm, preschool; "Father's 
Day T-Shirt Painting" June 12, 3:15-
4:15 pm, school age; "Celebrate The 
Sun· June 19,1 I am· 12 pm, preschool ; 
"SUmmer Star Finders· June 26, 3:15· 
4:15 pm, school age, All workshops 
are free with museum admission, The 
Children' Museum is located at 746 
Stevens Ave" Portland, For more in· 
formation, call 797·KITE. 
Portland Symphony Orchestra 
Youth Ensemble AuditIons for 
the 1990-I 99 I season will be held 
June 4-6 at the Memorial Middle School 
in South Portland, Wind and percus· 
sion June 4, 3-9 pm and June 5, 3-5 
pm; strings June 5, 6-9 pm and June 6, 
3-9 pm, Musicians will be expected to 
perform a five-minute piece of their 
own choosing, To schedule an audition 
or for more information, call Sue Dan-
forth at 773-6 I 28, 
SPORT 
Sport quotes 
of the week 
... Dale Earnhardt, NAS-
CAR driver, enunciating his 
racing philosophy: "You win 
some, lose some and wreck 
some.'1 
... From the Proverb De-
partment, Spanish Division, 
comes this truism which easily 
applies to life and many of her 
sports: "Speaking without 
thinking is like shooting with-
out taking aim," 
.. Luis Polonia, California 
Angel outfielder recentty ac-
quired from the fading New 
York Yankees, criticizing his 
former team for using him 
mostly as a pinch hitter and 
designated hitter: "The Yan-
kees are only interested in one 
thing, and I don't know what 
that is," 
... Scott Hastings, little-used 
Piston forward, who claims to 
lead the NBA in a category 
that he calls the "trillion": 
'That's when the box score 
reads one minute played fol-
lowed by O,{), 0-0, 0-0, 000," 
... Sportswriter Steve Wulf 
with a sick bovine baseball 
thought: "It's a great honor for 
a cow if its hide is chosen for a 
glove, It's always a posthu-
mous award, however." 
Milz Quinn 
Appalachian Mountain Club Out-
door trips and workshops are as fol-
lows: Introduction to River Canoeing 
June 2-3; Wildlife at Lake Umbabgog-
Naturalists Adventure June 8·10: 
Understanding Mountain Weather June 
8-10: Mountain Leadership School 
June 13-17; Spring in the Mountains 
June 16· 17 and June 23·24; Backcoun· 
try Birdwatching - Naturalist Adven-
ture June 21 -24, Workshops are based 
at the AMC's Pinkham Notch Camp in 
New Hampshire, For reservations and 
more information, call 603-466-2721. 
USM Lifeline SK Race USM Lifeline 
is organizing a 5K race June 16 on 
Baxter Blvd" Portland, For more infor-
mation, call Patty Medina at Lifeline, 
780-4642, 
Hiking and Camping In Central 
Mexico Slide show and talk given at 
the monthly meeting of the Maine Out-
door Adventure Club June 6, 7 pm at 
the People'S Building, 155 BrackenS!, 
Portland. Free and open to the public, 
For more information, call 774-11 I 8, 
Get Your Paddle Wet Bring your 
kayak for evening paddles Thursday 
evenings at 6 pm through Labor Day at 
East End Beach in Portland, For more 
information, call Jeff Wescon at 772-
5357, 
continued on page 20 
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Where's the Doctor? 
1 
These are 5 questions consumers 
should ask before they join 





or a physical 
exam prior to 




will I see the 
doctor? How 



















What is the 
total cost of 
the program to 




How will they 
teach me to 
maintain my 
weight loss? 
You deserve straight answers! 
Call 761,9410 extension 144. 
CENTER 
an HMR Fasting Program 




DOORS OPEN AT 6:30 
CUMBERlAND COUNTY 
CIVIC CENTER, PORTLAND 
TICKETS 
$9_50, $14 & $18 
Tickets available at: 
All Ticketron outlets 
Teletron 1·800·382·8080 
Civic Center Box Office 775·3458 
e 
1iI'lanhl'al1 
I Pl'Odudions. In('" 
to benefit The Maine Health 
Foundation, Inc, and People 
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MAINE STATE USIC THEATRE 
Founded by Victoria Crandall 
Located on Beautiful Bowdoin College CampuI, Brunswick, ME 
Broadway Musicals! 
June 12 - June 24 OKlAHOMA! 
June 26 - July 8 
July 10 - July 29 
July 160 LY 
Sponsomci by: Brunswkk coal * Lumber' 
GENTLEMEN PREFER 
BWNDES 
ME AND MY Gnlli 
Spon$Omci by: Thomton ~ks 
KING AND 
II:OO.,m.and2,oolun THE MAGIC OF MERLIN 
Featunnlllife-si .. P"pjlets! :';pon$Ol'ed hy: The Highlands of Topsh.iTl 
July 31- Aug. 12 
Aug. 14 - Aug. 26 
1'ues.·SaI. 8:00 p.m. 
THE MERRY WIDOW 
I DO! r DO! 
Wed .• Fri., Sun. 2:00 p.m. 
"or 1'Iclrebi .nd 
I'nJonnation Ca.1I: 725-8769 
WE'RE MOVING!' 
Before we go, come to our 
(~MOVING SALE~) 
SAVE $1 on any used CD 
SAVE 50¢ w~h~hi~a~~m~~~~r!u~~m~rd or tape 
We'll be closed June 2 and reopening June 7 at our 
NE\I\I LOCATION 
10 longfellow Square. 




CHA .. CHA .. CHA! 
Dance to your 
favorite oldies and 
contemporary hits 





Wednesday through Saturday Nights 
DJ's 'til 12:30 am! 
* SUUIES "r, IS H.I 
NO COVER CHARGE "'k 
NO JEANS • NO T,SHIRTS • NO SNEAKERS' "-
At the Corner of Milk & Market Streets 
ATE COMFORT 
you mlght come up with rosesl 
Did you know Bud Dry .. _,._The 
newest membet of the Budweiser 
family delivers, ,_ Asmooth draft 
taste with no aftertaste! Did you 
know a U.S. President 
was responsible for 
forward passing being 
pan of football? ... 
Before 1906, passing 
wasn't allowed in 
footbalL .. But that year, 
U.S. President 
Theodore Roosevelt 
told football leaders to 
open up the game, and 
lessen the many inju-
ries that resulted from 
concentrated running 
plays . .. Forward passing was then 
legalized, and thus, a U.S. President 
changed the course of American 
football. Bud Dry now available 
in Maine is dry brewed and cold 
filtel'ed fol' a smooth !aste with 
no aftertaste. Who was the only 
man ever to win the "Coach of the 
Year" award in major-college foot-
ball even though his team had a 
BUD DRY-
BUD DRY! 
losing record? ... Dick Harlow of 
Harvard was voted "Coach of the 
Year" in 1936 despite Harvard's 
record that season of 3 wins, 4 
losses, and a tie. look-
ing fol' an exciting 
unique taste experi-
ence? Try Bud Dry. 
Yes, Bud Dry is the 
fu-st cold-filtel'ed dry 
bl'ewed beel' and you 
will love it! A freshman 
or sophmore has NEVER 
won the IIeisman Tro-
phy as the best college 
football player in the 
nation-but 7 times in 
history a junior has won 
it. .. The 7 juniors who've won the 
Heisman were Herschel Walker of 
Georgia in 1982, Billy Sims of Okla-
homa in 1978, Archie Griffin of 
Ohio State in 1974, Roger Staubach 
of Navy in 1963, Vic Janowicz of 
Ohio State in 1950, Doak Walker of 
SMU in 1948, and Doc Blanchard of 
Army in 1945. Beer-A good part 
of the good life! 
All the kids who 
decorated their bikes 
for the "Cumberland 
Memorial Day Wheels 
on Parade!" 
continued from p<lge 19 
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Maine Outdoor Attv.nture Club 
Upcoming Trips: June 3, day hike at 
MI. Mooselauke, challenging hike in 
southwest area of White Mountains, 
772-8465. 
Pizza Ride 10-20 mile ride along the 
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth 
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay 
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at 
Pars Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill 
in Scarborough. For more information, 
call 799-1085. 
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicy-
cling, hiking, camping, canoeing and 
other trips sponsored by the Casco 
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Out-
door Adventure Club. Call 774-1118. 
ETC 
ArchltecturalWalklngTourofth. 
Bowdoin Campus Patricia McGraw 
Anderson leads the tour June I, 3 pm 
from the steps of the Walker Art Build-
ing, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free 
and open to the pUblic. For more infor-
mation, call 725-3151. 
Lesbian, Cay, Bisexual Pride Pre-
march rally and dance June I, 7:30 pm 
at Ravens, Kennebec SI., Portland. 
June 2. Une-up and instructions for the 
parade 12-12:45 pm at Longefellow 
Square, State and Pine streets, Port-
land. March steps off at 1 pm. Floats, 
entertainers, $50 for best group ban-
ner. Two-mile route, rain or shine. Pride 
Festival in the parking lot of Ravens, 
Kennebec SI., Portland at 2 pm with 
speakers from the Gay and Lesbian 
Labor Activists Network & Resist, Mass 
Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Rights, 
Human Rights Campaign Fund, Maine 
Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance and 
entertainment by Diana Hansen, Bos-
ton Lesbian and Gay Freedom Trail 
Band and the North Star Sisters. For 
more information, call 883-6934. 
Spring Bird Walks Maine Audubon 
Society offers free Saturday moming 
bird walks during May and June. Walks 
are being given in various locations in 
the Greater Portland area and begin at 
7 am. The walks are scheduled as fol-
lows: June 2, meet althe public parking 
lot across from Hatie's, Biddeford Pool ; 
June 9, Crescent Beach; June t6, 
Mackworth Island; June 23, Scarbor-
ough Marsh; June 30, TBA. For more 
information, call the Maine Audubon 
Society at 781-2330. 
Westbrook Together Days Parade, 
entertainment, auction, tricycle race 
and bean supper June 2, 9 am-6 pm 
along Main Street and in Riverside 
Park, Westbrook, Raindale is June 3. 
For more information, call 772-8687. 
Children's Theatre of Maine is 
holding a benefit yard sale in front of 
the historic Westbrook High School In 
conjunction with Westbrook's "Together 
Days" June 2. proceeds will aid the 
restoration of the Children's Theatre 
workshop and performance projects 
for the coming summer and fall sea-
sons. Wide selection of items will be 
available including children's clothing 
and toys, books, household items and 
a large selection of office fumiture. For 
more information, call 854-0389. 
World's Large.t Carage Sal. More 
than 50 non-profit organizations will be 
selling used and handmade items to 
raise funds for worthy causes June 2, 9 
am-4 pm at the Cumberland County 
Civic Center, Portland. 
Wolfe Neck Woods State Park 
offers nature programs for the general 
public on Sundays throughout the 
spring. 'Birds by Sight and Sound," a 
walk to locate birds by their markings 
and calls will be given June 3, 2 pm at 
the park in Freeport Programs start at 
the benches in the second parking lot 
Free and open to the public. For more 
information, call 865-4465. 
Record Flea Market Southem Maine 
Record Collectors Club is holding a 
flea market with rare and old record 
dealers from all over New England 
June 3, 10 am-5 pm at Verrillo's Con-
vention Center, Exit e, Portland. Free 
admission, For more information, call 
774-8714. 
Blues Musicians interested in being 
considered for this year's Maine Festi-
val to be held at the Cumberland County 
Fair Grounds Aug 3-5 shOUld submit a 
demo tape of three or four songs to: 
Selection Committee, clo Gordon 
Geyerhahn, 10 Lambert Rd., Freeport, 
Maine, 04032. Deadline is June 5. All 
SUbmitted tapes will become the prop-
erty 01 WMPG's Evenin' Sun program . 
• 
person 0 person 
Winner receives two free movie tickets 
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema! 
BREATHLESS WILD HEART 24, seeks 
Worldly Wise Tracy type male 30·34, 
who is a great detective, possesses 
ambition, determination, intelligence, 
aggressiveness, flexibility, honesty, 
maturity, a thirst for cuijure, and enjoys 
a woman who is competitive, caring creative, 
blind to stereotype, and is reckless in behavior 
on occassion. Whose side am Ion? Well, 
mine, of course! Reply with descriptive letter, 
photo and phone. 
CBW Box 935 TPL 22194 
~ you have pIaood an ad In !he C=o Bay ~ 
~, yax ad IS C¥.J1omalicaIy enlered n the 
PERSONAL a: THE WEEK contest We are baking 
for ad; thai are creative. willy a'1d fun. 
Wlnrers Wli receNe !her tickets n the mal. 
SMILES, LAUGHTER, hiking, 
bicycling, Ice cream. homemade 
cook,es, dining, lale nlghls, 
Intelligenl conversation. read,ng, 
games, puzzles, mus,c-
progresslye/alternatjye~ new age, 
oldies Share Ihese with heallhy 
SWM, 28, non·smokers caw Box 
934 TPL 22193 
BREATHLESS WILDHEAAT 24, 
seeks Worldly Wise Tracy typ male 
30·34, who IS a greal deteclive. 
possesses ambltion, determination, 
intelligence, aggressiveness 
l:e"bll'ly, honesty, maturity, a 
IhlrSI for cuiture, and enJoys a 
woman who IS compenDve, cann~ 
creal,ve, blind to stereotype, and IS 
recKless In behav,or on occass,on. 
Whose s,de am Ion? Well, mine. of 
coursel Reply wilh deSCrlpllVe 
leller, pholo and phone CBW Box 
935 TPL 22194 
SWM 30 AMBITIOUS , 
"reverenl, aggressive bUI 
SWF-29 A Connecllcut Yankee In 
King McKernan's Courl. 5'6-
allraCI:ve. Dangerous curves, 
dlsa'mlng smole, b,g blue eyes. 
Searching for an outgoing SWM 
30's, Portland area prolesslonal 
wllh a slrong sense 01 sell and 
humor 10 show me Ine beauty of 
Mame In Ihe summer Phone and 
Pholo please CBW Box 930 TPL 
22191 
Wt ARE 3 SWF's. 35·38, looking 
to meet you for dinner, 
conversatIOn and pOSSibly more 
We're pellte, allraClIye, oUlgo,ng 
profeSSionals Irom diverse 
backgrounds wllh vaned Interests 
II you are a SIOM, 3040, and 
would enloy an evening 01 home-
cooked food, good mUSIC, and Iruly 
e,cellenl company, then wr,le us at 
CBW Box 933 PhOIOS 
apprecraled. 
PTALKING ERS@NAL 
With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals 
you can not only read the personals,you can also 
listen to them and leave a message of your own! 
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to 
find out more about the person placing the ad, 
to share more about yourself, or just to see 
who'S out there. 
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in 
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a 
Talking Personal numbel' (TPL), free! You can 
leave an outgomg message so that others can hear 
and leave messages of their own for you! 
To li'ten to the Talking Personals in this issue, 
just follow these simplc instructions: 
1. Dial 1-900·896·2824 from any touchtone phone 
Each cali costs 95< per minute, billed to your phone 
2 'X'hen the machine answers, dial access code 22 
3. The machlne will ask for a specific number 
Enter the "fPL" number listed at the end of 
the ad you wish to respond to. 
4, Listen to the recorded messa.ge, a.nd lea.ve 
your response if you wish. 
AJI caUs are screened. Obscene messages wiU be deleted. 
·Pcrson-lo-Person advertisers may choos~ not to 
kave an outgoing message. 
sensltlye neo-conservallve 
prolesslonal seeks Inleillgent kind 
non·smoklng, allraclive CatholiC 
SF Wllh a sense of humor who 
enJoys movies and Iravel for 
frlendsh,p and pOSSible 
relalonsh,p. Yeah· I hale th,s, tool 
CBW Bo, 932 TPL 22192 
dating services 
«..../. (/)/ ' 
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entertainment for hire 
flea markels 




real estale • for sale 
real estate. for rent 
bo y & soul 
THE CHAKRA SYSTEM·A n 
evenrng lecture and demonslrat,on 
wllh Mall Schoener· founder 01 
OMEGA· The Complele Shakti 
System. The lecture will cover Ihe 
Chakra Syslem and liS relallonshlp 
10 psychological and spIritual 
growth. L":her Bonney Auditorium, 
USM Portland. 7 June 6:30·8:30 
pm. $5 sponsored by One 01 
Hearts. 871·0287 or 766·5887 
ONE OF HEARTS Fu ll Moon 
candlellghl medllallons. Ba'ter 
Cove·Portland. 8 June, 9·11 pm. 
Bring· Irlends, blanket and an open 
heart. Call One of Hearts 766· 
5887 or 871 ·0287 for more 
information. 
MAYBE SOMEDAY Bookstore. 
Beaut,ful peace posters Irom Ihe 
SOVIllI Union, Chinese lemple bells, 
Slockmare walercolors and 
beeswax crayons and Ihoughful, 
upl,ftlng books 195 Congress St. 
Between Levlnsky's and Whole 
Grocer 773·3275 Mon·Sat to-6. 
COUNSELING FOR EATING and 
body Image ,ssues. Individual and 
group Iherapy ava lable. Call Lisa 
Bussey. MA CEDT 775·7927 
gigs 
WOMEN: Does being In 'ove mean 
being in pa,n? Learn how to change 
dysfuncllonal relallonshlp 
pallerns. Therapy group now 
forming based on 'Women Who 
Love Too Much." For more 
Informallon call 871 ·9256 
REIKI HEALING Let Ihls 
Japanese energy balanCing 
lechnlque relieve your slress and 
pain, leaVing you mentally clear, 
renewed, revllal,zed and feeling 
GREAT I Call Krrsten Errco, 2nd 
degree Practilioner al 773-1346 
RENEWING THE Inner life Of 
Spiritual Leaders Mld ·week 
retreat .. on Lake Winnipesaukee. 
June 26 through June 28 Call 
Geneva POInl Conference Center, 
(6031 253-4366, or DWinell & Hall 
al (2071 799·1024 
EARLY SOBRIETY· 
DECISIONS? DIRECTIONS? Help 
In recognizing where ~ou are now, 
and ,n mapping your progress 
groups beginning In May/June Cal 
773·0279. Alec and Maureen 
Hyslop. 
rCW;~'"P~;~;N;;;;;;rH;;iili'c~~;;;l 
~ Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D_ ! 
~ . 
~ whoUsttc chiropracttc, naturopathy : 
~ 475 Stevens Ave Portland ME 04103 • 
~. 772-5131 ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A 
~ .- - -a~~(,~:ru-.-d;a;h~d;n~ ~ ·he:;'~n; .-s;i~l:at ---: 
3uccess./JeT3fJnal and business • 
Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP I 
coulIselor, hypnotist, psychic : 
hy a{Jp(Antmenl H77-QQ32 I 
~ jJe"~'iollal development classes I 
t remxatio,z, heall'ug, meditatio". jJ~'Ychic I 
\ ." .. .. . ; ... .; .. .; .. ....... .,. . . ... pO' i ... ; ... ; ... .; ... .; ... " ... .. ... . ... .. ... ; .. ; ... , . . ... . ...... ~ . .. . ~ ~ 
INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER 
TTUl:tfll.~;t f~jr Adc.ir.'lr;rt\, A(f)A I~UCb, and (r) d(;pc:ncr:rlC.:' 
Individual"t , c,roup'i and Coupk:~ 
Lucy C. Chudzik 
207-761-9096 
L:c~ns('d Sub!>tan(_c Abuse Ct'):.Jru.cJrH 
177 ('..on r<:,; Str<:<:t • Portland, ,\IE 01 ]C) 1 
" ... lntuitlve insighLS 
and h<:alrng compasslCm." 
REBUILOING : Aller Your Love 
Relationship Ends. For men and 
women, we Will assess where yoo are 
In Ihe process of separallng, 
ad,ustlng and rebuildng your 'ives. 
Group Will meet wee~y, 10 weeks, 
June·Augusl Call 773·9625. 
Carne Pelerson, MA, MS 
WHOLE FOOOS cook,ng classes 
for folks In trans ilion 10 a 
vegelanan eating style. June 5, 12, 
and 19, 6-8 pm. $45 lor serres. 
Call 774-8889 lor reg Slrallon or 
more Informallon 
SUPPORT GROUP for men and 
women: E,change lallgue and 
thought adolcllons fo, energy and 
sell·esleem, through use 01 
relaxation, meditatIOn, and psychiC 
d,reclion' Weekly meellngs, 6:30-
8:30 pm. $10 per session. Call 
Carole Curran 871·0032 
BODY MASSAGE. Enrrch your 
I'fe Ihrough Ihe beneilis 01 
massage Nounsh yoursell by 
Improving CIfCU allo". 
detoxlflcaton, increasing body 
awareness and re'axlng your 
body/mind. Call Pamela Richards 
MsT. al 883·0315 
TENNIS! Female seeks other 
Portland area women 10 play lennlS 
ol..lldoors throughout Ina summer on 
'a,rly regula' baSIS. Looking lor 
Irlermedlale aod advance players 
who are GO Olpel live bUI place mosl 
emprasls on haVing fun. If 
Interesled, call Andrea al 883-
4187 evenings I'om 6·9 
Barbara Fudala RN 
Therapeutic Massage 
Swedish· Polarity 
Deep Tissue Massage 
1 Mitchell Rd 
So. Portland 799-3346 
licensed massage 
thernpist 
Stu Phillips, C.M.T. 
hOlJ.5e c.a1l.5. 
or offiu appOImrnenL!. 
371-2351 













I'M A FUNLOVING 29 yr old, 
good looking profeSSional SWM 
5'9" 160 Ibs, looking for a good 
,ady She should be 24·32, fairly 
amacllve, prelerably 5'6' and 
under w,lh a desire 10 enloy life. If 
you're reading Ihls and fll Ihls 
descrrpllon, I'm looking fo.ward 10 
heanng from you CBW Bo, 900 
TPL 22158 
SWM 25 , handsome, alhletlc, 130 
Ibs, 5'6", seeks like SWF (18·301, 
10 rock climb, hike, ride mounlain 
bikes, go 10 good reslauranls, 
moVIes, ele. Send photo and phone. 
CBW Box 911 TPL 221 70 0 
QUESTION : "Whal has 4-legs, 
and liles?" Not me S·mom (30's): 
2·egs, long ha,r; brrghl, warm, 
wllty. NOI sk'nny (not Into "moo-
moo" ellharl) Seeks M·parlner 
who's ' Similar, slable, Sincere, 
gentle, affeclionale. Let's nOlbe 
lonely· logelher. ANSWER; "a 
dead dog!" (oh welL.) CBW Box 
918 TPL22180 
You've seen me on Donahue and C.5.A. Today. 
As the oldest dating service in r\.E., we have 
introduced thousands of singles with caring 
concern and affordable rates. Why not you? 
Wc're not just another 
dating service. 
We're Compatiblcs. 
Ca.lI (or a (ree 
consu Ita lion. 
• D1r.~:e!lr.:s~!!2v~E 
SWF SPRING HAS sprungl 
FIIMers are upl rm a bJd. GIVe me a 
canng, chemical· free guy 4Q.50, 
and some TLC, Ihen walch me 
bloom. CBW Box 922 TPL 22184 
FRIENDL Y, 
ATHLETIC ,professional SWF, 26, 
enJoys hIKing, blk,ng, picniCS, 
reading, danc,ng, ·ong·lalks, Ihe 
arlS, lolk, class,cal and SOOle rock 
musIC, and explonng reslauranls 
Very light drinker, non·smoker. Nol 
In a hurry for Immediate 
commllOlenl, bUI would like a 
profesSlonai/educaled sincere S-
OM under 35 10 share some fun 
warm limes. CBW Box 927 
SWF LATE 20'S Irylng something 
advenlurous 10 find thai speCial 
",an for fr,endshlp or more. I am 
cons,dered very allraCl,ve and full 
of hfe. I am a prolesslonal and have 
many Inlerests. If you have SImilar 
qua'ltles and dare 10 do something 
different, drop me a hne· il could 
be fun. Photo please CBW Box 









For Singles Who Want A Lasting Relationship 
The reasonable olle-time fce main laillS 
YOllr membership unfil you have the 
relatiollship you wallt 
Call Today for a Free Brochure 
800-446-2979 
8 Pheasant Lane • Lexin lon, MA 02173 
24 Hour Service 
'9 1 .. 900 .. 226 .. 2003 
C1 1 .. 900 .. 988 .. 3135 
d 1 .. 900 .. 988 .. 3139 
9 1 .. 900 .. 226 .. 2007 
C1 1 .. 900 .. 988 .. 3136 
t§) 1 .. 900 .. 226 .. 2004 
0;> 1 .. 900 .. 226 .. 2006 
(J 1 .. 900 .. 988 .. 3137 
9 1 .. 900 .. 226 .. 2005 
C1 1 .. 900 .. 988 .. 3138 
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE! 
Leave Your Name & Message Call1 .. 800 .. 388 .. 8274 
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biz services 
RENT A WIFE Attention busy 
executives, I'm the person who can 
take care of all your domestic 
needs. I can take 2 more clienls: 
cleaning, laundry, shopping, 
organization, cooking, errands, etc. 
Call 879-7049 for appointment. 
Rels. required. 
RENT A HUSBAND Lady's: I have, 
limited number 01 openings. 
Services include ' painting, 
yardwork, general household 
maintenance, lilting, tugging and 
hauling. Call 879-7049 for 
appointment. Refs. required. 
TYPING: small term papers, 
artlctes or small projects for a 
minimal charge. RESUMES wntten 
and typed with cOJ>es for a ftat 
fee Call 865-6722. Leave 
message. 
TREE REMOVAL, trimming 
dangerous toppings, camp Jobs. 
Call us 892-7803 anytime, day or 













CASCO BAY MONTESSORI 
School oilers quality care in a 
home-like environment. Current 
openings for afternoon session 
11:45 to 3:30, Art & Crafts 
Program 3:30 to 5:30. Beginning 
July 2, 'Summer Mornings" 9:00 10 
12:00, drop 011 welcomed With 
same day call. Also accepting 
enrollment for September 
Afternoon Sessions, lIexible 
scheduling. Call 799-2400, located 







CASCO CLEANING SERVICE 
Now offering HYDRAMASTER RECEIVABLE FREE FREE FREE 
truck-mounl sleam exlraclion for PROBLEMS? 
carpets. Very fast drying. Call Junk car and truck removal 
about our low "Spring Cleaning" Coastal Collections Any condition 
rates in ellect thru June. 773- 30% car carrier available 
7510 t h 
SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS no se -up c arge CALL 774-0268 
Marketing IS the process of L:::..!~7~9:7::-~3~~O~..!1~:2:::=~========~ creating an environment in which r 
the prospect sees the value of P.O. Box 1864 
dOing businesswiltl your company. Portland, ME 797-5054 
Do you ever wonder if your 
marketing is really working for Deedee Look Catering 
you? II you wonder, you should lalk Nouvelle Frencb & American Cuisine 
with a marketing profeSSional who 
specBllzes In small businesses. For 
a free initial consultation, call 
EdgeMont Enterprises at 871-
8964 
STEWART'S PAVING bolh 
business and home. Free esbmates 
20 years experience. 772-3502 
RETAINING WALLS done With 
limbers or stone. Free standing 
stone walls dry or mortar, patios, 
walkways, all aspecs of landscape 
maintenance. Free estimates. Call 
Lou 642-3066 or 642-4128. 
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck 
available to do odd jobs and moving 
Very handy and can Ilx most 
everythmg. Excellent references, 
call any time, day or night, 774-











low labor rates 
new & used parts 
at discount prices 
17 years experience 
call 
Robert 774-6674 
SEEKING HA'IRSTYlIST for 
Old Port salon for men. If you are an 
experienced stylist, please call 
871-1780 for more info 
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? 
Lel us wrile lyrical, lucid, and feller-perfect personal 
and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies, 
and messages to mark special occassions, lOO! 
LETfER BY LETfER 
773-4772 
music lessons 
Portland's #l music teaching facllity 
GUITAR I~ DRUM WORKSHOP 
if you want to improve your chops and 
build up your technique 
633 Forest Ave in all phases of percussions ... 
Portland·773-3444 check us out 
1-800-827-8010 
olL In<o:1$·1"';'o;r.s 
~l1A1\ l.ESSONS . if!!! 
t"".osc,\!pt1ons 
tlxop('! soIolnG 




by Lynda Barry 
roommates for rent 
~~~~:a~!E~or~~~! ~~~,~~~ IE.aPt$:;[·;i;!i !t! : t!;: !~. :;; l;I •. :!.::i;\;'ilii8:I!:;. 
established roommate referral 
service has the perfect person to WOODFORDS AREA lBR 
share your home. or the perfecl ' efficiency. Inc. heaUhot water. 
home for you to share! For low fees, Washer/dryer in building. Off 
and professional service, call THE street parking. $325/month 774-
ROOMMATE LOCATER 774- 7850 
9303 PORTLAND 2-3, hd wd firs, 
HOUSEMATE WANTED to share working firep lace, decks, fully 
large Falmoulh Streel apertment. applianced, 5-10 minute walk to 
Hardwood floors, high ceilings, MMC and USM, sunny very clean. 
f>enty of storage space. Household $650/month + Ulll. Call 874-
IS independent but considerate. 2448 
WEST END SUNNY, bright IIlH. 
$400 heated. Security deposit 
761-1638 
39 DEERING ST; Sunny, gracious 
1 BR apl; historic building, many 
original fixtures, 3 fireplaces, 
hardwood floors, coin laundry, 
$625 includes heat, waler; 
Security and references- 1-633-
2357. 
AvailatjeJune 1. $150 a month. Call ._---------------..... 775-6347,. ~ 
RESPONSIBLE. CHEMICAL OLD PORT ARMS 
free male roommate wanted 10 
share 10 room house 6 miles south 
of Gorham, with two olher house 
mates. $290. A month includes util. 
Please call after 6 and leave 
56 EXCHANGE STREET 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
message. 929-4864 Quaint, spacious, one-bedroom apartments 
available in a varicty of styles, including 
loft with ocean view, two-level with fire-
place. Our uniquely stylish apartments arC 
located in the heart of the Old Port. Rents 
range from $450 to S525/month plus utilities. 
For an appointment call Spectrum Inc. 
weekday mornings at 797-022,3 
2 CATS & FEMALE NIS looking 
for roommate to lind and share 
sunny apt starting in July. $500-
600/month range. Should be 
considerale. neat, responsi~e and 
fleXible. Call eves. 874-0280 
NON·SMOKING ROOMMATE 
Quiet, considerate and friendly. 
Beautiful new 2 bedroom apl. Heat 
inC, your hall is is $275 + 112 elec. 
and phone. Call eves and Weekends. 
761-4261. Spectruill Inc. 
M WANTS M roomate.1 have2BR ....... _______________ .- ........ 
apt, 15 min Irom Portland. 
$300/month inc. heat and' 
everything. 892-7122 
M/F ROOMMATE wanted, 
charming 3rd floor condominium to 
share With 2 olhers. Wesl Side 
near Prom. Call Dewey or Irma 
772-8415 or 871-0684. Non-
smokers only. 
APT TO SHARE near JEastern 
Prom. Sunny, spacious with 
hardwood floors. Available after 
June 1. $450 to Spilt + utlls. 774-
4231 . 
SINGLE PARENT wants 
roommate MIF. Let's lind an apt '0 
share in Portland. Preferably late 
20's to mid-30's. N/S. jCall 761 -
2473. Leave message. 
ROOMMATE WANTED MIF to 
share large sunny 1st lloor apt In 
quiet bUilding, 2BR, 2 living rooms. 














roomslrecording studios. Portland, 
ground ftoor, 24 hour easy access. 
774-3366 
STUDIO SPACE 
The Artist's Studio 
now has several openings. 
Our building is totally 
dedicated lO the visual 
arts and offers a unique 
and supportive 
envltonmenllo creale. 
sfaces available from 
135-275 per month 
for a two room harborside 




in downtown Portland 
artists' building. High 
ceiling, large windows, 
long walls. Ideal for 
artists or 
photographers who 
need a lot of space. 
Very reasonable rent-




CENTER FOR PERSONAL and 
ProfeSSional Well-Bein~ has both 
lull and part-time oilice space 
avarlable In attractive West End 
Townhouse. Ideal situation for 
counselor, massage therapist, 
acupunctunst, etc. 772-1896 
ACUPUNCTURE HEALTH Care, 
located near Deering Oaks Park. 
Portland, has trealment rooms 
SUitable for body work available 
several days per week. Also 
available: therapy room SUitable for 
individual and/or small group work. 
Daily rate' $35. Hourly rates 
aval la~e . Call 775-5020. 
for sale 
WEST END LARGE Viclorlan 
home. New systems, beautiful 
details Yard, parking . $230,000. 
Call 772-7909 for more 
Information. 
CABIN ON 9 ACRES With private 
beach .. LonQ Island, Maine. 
Elect"'"ty, rainwater. freshwater 
at next house, outhouse, gas stove. 
$350Iweek. 774-1539 Elizabeth. 
learnin 
wanted 
boats ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-&~~~~ r-----------:------~ USED ROCK CASSETTES 
WITH ME AND (IND':!, TKE REA~1T1j SHE wanted. Also vintage (pre~1970) 19 FT. SUNCRAFT, woodenlap-
DRAWING: Learning to See. Mon 
evening classes, beginning June 
18th 9 wks . $225 tuition . 
Brochure: K. Boldt, 19 Birch 
Knowlls. Cape Elizabeth. ME 
04107. Call 799-5728 
IT IS WEIIU) BEING fRIENDS WITH SOMEON~ 
Yov USED To HATE, ITS EMBARRASSING: 
LIKE IF HIE'd ACCIDENTL'1 START TELLING 
ABOUT A PART':l \\-IE':J DIDN'T INVITE You TO, 
AN 0 T\-IE N IN Tt-IE MtDDLE Tt\EIj HAVE TO 
SvODENl':\ loOK DOWN. AND THEN '(ou HAVE 
10 "I\-lATS oK. h 
TH(?AR.1 1'1'10 OF THAT RfALI-r':l, TI\OlAGH I 
IS tHAi I Nl:VER ()ID LIKE (IND!:!_ THATS 
MY TOO EMBAAAASSIN b fAcr WHEN WE 
IAl\'(. Oo€5 IT fQUA!- A !-IE IF YoU DON" 
THL A .LIE J you JUST NEVE~ SA';:l THE 
ACNAL -rRvTH OF YovR FCE\..INGS? IF I 
:! TOl.D I-\€R IT (O\)l.O M~SS tvEtt':1THINC, 
ul' BEUUS~ R1GI .. \1 NOIJJ SI-IE IS BeING so 
Nlc.e 11> ME iOHAUSE SHE IS SO soR\1..~, 
Tf\ INvS A - 45's and C&W LP's. Cash paid. We streak Hull in great condo Volvo-
" . ISH PPE N I N GIS TI-\A T 1ll E WHo LE lravell0 your collection. Call Fey In penta.' Inboard/outboard needs 
liME SHE WAS I-IA\IN6 ME, SHE THOlAGl{T Portland 772-1442. cosmetics and a captain. Nowsthe 
I WAS L K r ADOPTION:Happy loving Maine time ... Dan@883-6635 
I IN .. HER AND WISHING SHE WAS lamilywouldllketosharethelrlove GREAT SAILBOAT lor sale I 14 
MY FRII:ND. ONe: PART OF THAT REA !-ITl:! and (ives with a newborn infant If ft scor~on With two life jackets, 
IS TRVI:. I WISH"'\) S"" WAr AAU FRIEND wecanbeofanyasslstancetoyou and heavy dUty trailer. Boat is in 
.. n. , It' 7 and your baby, please call collect escellenl condition. Ready for the 
BEGAlASE IF (IN!)~ r\AiES YOU '(01-1 Tom and Maureen at (802) 235- water. Trailer is greatl $500 firm . 
DON'T GH 1t-l\JITED ~OWHERE~ r~iisT SEEKS MALE models ~~:;~~~8FT. PockelCruiser. Main, 
I I<NOVI SHE THINKS I'M INNOC(;NT OF 
I1ATRE!lW!\ICI-\ I SlfJEARTO 60D ~ M'j 
P€R.Hc'T GoAL So IN A WA~ IT IS TRVE, 
PIT L€AS, IN i)-\E fVTVR\:. THE MAIN 
1\-\IN(;, \ !lON'T KNOW IS Wfl-W SH~ 
KEEPS S~~ING \'M SoRRlj, AM r A C,HVM? 
1I\AT IS JUST PLAljltJG WtTl-\ f-\ER MIND? 
OR CAN l)tOIt THISONE.TIME, :rUST 
PLEASE ?>€ E)(WSED'? 
for IIle draWing. All ethniC groups, jib spinnaker. 1987 5hp O-B. 
no experience necessary. Excellent Radio compass, trailer. Extra 
pay. Call 925-2848. . USCG package. Many extras. 
HELP THE CAUSE- Part-time Mushroom mooring buoy. $8995 or 
Political Organizer needs PIT b/o.,Call 772-6740. 
work. Friendly (enough), expo TIRED OF OUTRAGEOUS 
carpenter, good wnter, etc. Flex. T 
hours Call Dan 773-8904 or Box boatyard prices? . une-ups. 
15352 PorHand ME 04101 bottom painting, diVing, small 
CLEA'N Fill WANTED in salvage and moorings (set and found) . GUARANTEED LOWEST 
Falmouth. 780-4316. . RATES! East Coast Marine. Call 
WOULD YOU LIKE 10 share ndes, Collect II necessary. 892-7803 
gas, and tolls? Portland to Saco, leave message. 
very fleXible around 9-5. Call 772-
1218 
EMPLOYERS 
looking for some 
SUMMER HELP?? 
Advertise your job 





$7 per week 
For more information, call 
Melissa Johnson at 775-6601 
MEN'S JOURNAL WORKSHOP 
With Alfred DePew. For beginnBlS 
and those who want to deepen and 
expand their journals b'f explonng 
men's Issues. Every other Monday, 
7-9 pm. June II-August 20, SIX 
sessions. $100. To register, call 
775-3708. Leave message. 
POTTERY LESSON beginning and 
advance. Hand-building and 
thrOWing. Studio 132 Portland. 
772-4334 
BALLROOM DANCING Classes 
for .beglnners. It's romantlcl It's 
funl Wednesday evenings Call 
Weyne at 775-1892. 
i16ifMifWtJ 
BIG LAWN SALE: Lots of good 
stuff priced lor quick sale, 9am 
Saturday, June2, 51 Congress 
Street on corner two blocks from 
Eastem Promenade. Found more 
stuff thiS week. 
BIG LAWN SALE: Lots of gooo 
stuff priced for quick sale. Stereo 
$25, 1930's chrome bar sel, twig 
Side tables, unopened blender, 
typewriter, marble pastry board, 
Irmaed posters, old gfass, dishes. 
1950s wire magazine rack, lamps, 
pink radio, Jensen car speakers 
books, clothes. LoIS under one 
dollar. 9am Saturday June 2, 51 
Congress St. on corner two ~ocks 
from Eastern Prom. 
mobile homes 
REDUCED! 1986 7Ox14 mobile 
home in excellent condrtion in lamily 
section and haspeved driveway, 3 
bedrooms, 1 112 baths, carpeling 
throughOUt. Appliances and window 
treatments will Slay. Was 
$43,500- now $42,000. Call Bob 
at 934-7457. 
(linfl(ll($lP1 wheels 
PEANUT BUTTER LOVERS ' 77 AMC HORNET WAGON runs 
Cheesecake. For recipe send $2 well. $250 Call Dan 883-6635 
and SASE to PO Box 4284 86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD 
Pordand, ME 04101. All power. AMlFt.4 cassene. Great 
QUEEN SIZE FUTON Mattress. carl $7500 773-6830 
Like brand new. Only used for 2 WE MUST SELL- 88 s-10 Blazer, 
mos. Bargain priced at $125. Call aul0, alc, loaded- $88001bo 88 
Beth at 883-4646 or 775-3052. Jella GL 4dr, a/c, sunroot, 
STEINWAY "M" grand piano. cassene,5 sp, 5yr/l00k warrenty, 
Action reconditIOned and $82001bo 871 -9229 
regulated, $6900. Also, 1950 DODGE PICK-UP truck for 
LIQUIDATION SALE on new dale. Needs some work 10 gel it 
consoles. JO~EPH'S PIANO running again. Asking $400 but 
SERVICE, qualified Registered willing to negotiale. h is a nice one. 
Tuner/TechniCian, Plano Call 766-2677. 
Technicians Guild, m-I779. BEAUTIFUL CAR 95% restored 
REDWOOD-CEDAR hot tub, seats 1976 VoIkswagon Beatie. 74,000 
4, rust color interior, 2 yrs. old, original miles. Sarious inquiries only 
new $4,000, must sell. $2,500 please. Call 871-8086. 
firm. 657-3438, please leave 1985 ISUZU TROOPER II, 4x4, 
message. 4spd, AM-FM cassette, 991<, good 
PECAN PRALINE cheesecake condition. $3500lbest oller, 657-
recipe. The taste treat of pecan 3438. Please leave message. 
J>e in a cheesecake. Easy to make. 1982 SUBARU DL wagon. Gold. 
Send $2 and a SASE to Box 216, 4wd, 85,000 miles. At.4!FM Great 
439 Congress St, Portland, ME engine and tires. Must sell b'f June 
04101. 2. $650 or b/o. 
BIZARRE AND biodegradable 11978 VW BUS New carb-
bumper stickers. For complete conversion fuel pump- good 
listing send SASE to : Box 201 body/tires, low miles. $1500 or 
Cape Cottage ME 04107 b/o. Call 775--7708 
READY TO flY! Red Hawk 1985 ESCORT, 4-0, auto, new 
Ultralight, enclosed cock~t. push bres r>ew brakes, new exhaust, ""'" 
button slart, full aerilons and , sticker. $1,150 or best offer. 772-
flaps. On wheels. with ffoats. 7880. 
$8500 or blo. Catrnaran with n(3W 1978 CHEVY CHEVETTE. Body 
trampoline and rollerreefing Jib. good, engine good, needs exhaust 
$1400.799-4305 and brakes to be inspected. Best 












For more information, 
call 775-6601. 
(-2? 
Each of the planes at the right is one 
of a pair of identical aircraft, as seen 
from a different vantage point or angle. 
See two? Simply write them down 
below_Eachcorrectlymatched pal'rwill 
identify a plane. 
CI 1990 United Feature Syndicate. 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? lfso, 
there is a $20 gift certificate from Al-
berta's for the first prize winner. Sec-
ond prize receives a $15 gift certificate 
from Lola's Kitchen. Contestants are 
ineligible to win more thanonE\prize in 
a four-week span. Only one entry isal-
lowed per person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wed"June 6, The 
solution to this week's puzzle will 
appear in the June 14issueofCasco Bay 
Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #22 
CiIISCO Bay Weekly 
187 Clillrk Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601 
Message: 
Name _______________________ Category _________ _ 
Address, _______________ _ 
City, Zipl _______________ _ 
Phone (days), _______ (eves) _____ _ 
Complete payment must accompany all advertising. 
NO REFUNDS. There is a $10 charge for all 
returned checks. 
Bring or mail ads with payment to: 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Classified Dept. 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
Monday"Friday 9 10 5 
or call 775·6601 
Total Number of Weeks _________ _ 
Basic Rate __________ _ 
+ Extra Words at_¢ Each _________ _ 
CBW Box $5.00fwk _________ _ 
Talking Personal Line ___ N_o_C_h_a.....::rg:......e __ _ 
Check One yesO noD 
COST PER WEEK ________ _ 
Multiply cost by number 
of weeks ad will run __________ _ 
TOTAL DUE ________ _ 
o Check or Money Order enclosed o VISA 0 MasterCard 
Card' Exp. date 
Moy 31, 1990 23 
• • 
Solution to Real Puzzle #20 
inflating (or inflation) 
taillights 
ink 











First prize goes to Donnalyn Digen-
naro of Limerick. Second prize goes to 









~ 1990 United Feature Syndicate_ 
RATES & FINE PRINT 
RATES 
All charges are per week. 
Individual Business 
Up to 30 words $ 7.00 $ 9.00 
31-45 words 9_00 11.00 
46-60 words 11 .. 00 13.00 
Each additional word .15 .20 
DEADLINES 
Monday noon lor Thur;day's newspaper. 
POLICY 
CBW will nol prinl ads thaI seek 10 buy or sell sexual sellices 
lor money or goods, or ads w~h purely sexual content. CB,W will 
nol prinl full names, streel addresses, or phone number; In Ihe 
PERSON TO PERSON seclion. PERSON TO PERSON adve~iser; 
musl either provide a Posl Ollice BOI tlUmber in their ad or use lhe 
CBW BOI Sellice. All inlormalion CDnceming PERSON TO PERSON 
adve~iser; is kepI slriclly conlidenlial. CBW reserwesllte rig hi 10 
calagorize, refuse oredilads due 10 inaPPl'llflriate conlenl, etc. 
WHAT IS A WORD? 
A word is considered I word when il has a space on both sides. 
A phone number is one word. Puootualion is lree. 
ERRORS 
CBW shall nol be liable lor any Iypographical errors, omissions, 
or changes in Ihe ad which do no allect the value or conlenl 01 
lhe ad ombslanlially chatoge Ihe meaning. 
REFUNDS 
Classified ads are not refundable. Credil will be issued when a 





L-__________________________________ ~ ~ 
We Moved to Moulton Str Community Cable Network MAY 3O-JUNE 3 
IL 
=:::::;:FORQIT.E~SIB'TILE""EI'"-'-~-=-'*--'II ~_~[ 
WHARF STREET : ~ 
COMMERCIAL STREET 
Enjoy your meal & a 
lowfat frozen yogurt * 
on our 
SEE YOU THERE 
BONVIVAIT 
SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS 
'j4 Healthy Alternative" 
10 Moulton St .• Open 7 am-9 pm • 774-4342 
It's quick ••• 
It's convenient ••• 
Open Sunday ••• 
Downtown Shopping! 
• COMPLETE SUPERMARKET 
VARIETY - LOW PRICES 
• PARKING AT 290 CONGRESS 
ST. LOCATION 
• SALAD BAR AT 585 CONGRESS 
ST. LOCATION 
I THIS WEEK'S FEATURES I 
1 Lb. Cello Bag 
week of &11190 
Maine Lives on Stage: 
Play Reading & Recollections 
from Older Mainers 
(1-1/2 Hours) 
Power & Steele 
On Theater: 
Review of area performances 
(1/2 Hour) 
In the Public Interest: 
Profile of Maine's Civilian 
Conservation Corps 
(1 Hour) 
Programs premiere FrL 7-1Opm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. gam-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in 




. • ~ &Me 
JUNE 2-5 SAT-SUN MAT 2:45 
SUN EVE 7:15 
MON-ruES 7:15, 9 
W ED-SAT 7,9 
SAT-SUN MAT 1 
SUN EV E 7 
INTOWN FOOD STORES 
585 CONGRESS ST. 
CONGRESS SQUARE 
M - Sat. 7am-6pm • Sun. 8am-6pm 
• SPECIALS 
SELECT ONE WITH EACH FILLED CERTIFICATE 
SAVE SOc; 2 Liter Save 70¢ IGA 14 Oz. Bag 
POLAR SODA 59~ GINGERSNAPS 39~ 
SAVE SOc; Potato Chips SAVE 66¢ Bathroom Tissue 
LAYS CHIPS 59~ CHARMIN 99~ 
SAVE $1.00 IGA Half Gal. SAVE $1.00 5 Lb. Russet 
ICE CREAM $1.19 POTATOES $1.19 
SAVE $UXl SCHONLAND 1 Lb. Save $1.00 7 Up, Mt.Dow, Dt PIflP«6Pk. 









• WITHOUT ",,,nu';) •• 
--------------------------------------------------------------THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 
: d YOU GET 2 XTRA CASH STAMPS FOR EACH ~ 
I $1.00 YOU SPEND WITH THIS COUPON. Good tnru June 7,1990. r: 
~-~--------------------------------------------------------------, 
